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Foreword

Consultation report summary

This document sets out the communication processes undertaken during the
development of the Ickford Neighbourhood Plan. Briefly, this covers:
1. Pre-vision consultation by the Parish Council Autumn 2017 supported by
a questionnaire sent to all households.

The results of this questionnaire demonstrated the strength of feeling in the
village concerning such matters as: housing, flooding, drainage and sewerage
and parking and road conditions. It precipitated the formation of the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.The questionnaire and results are attached
as Annexe 1 and 2.

2 . Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire was sent to all households and running
throughout March 2018.

This questionnaire was also delivered to each household in the village. The idea
was to speak to each resident and discuss their ideas and concerns as well as to
gather factual evidence about the village.The process was very well received and
successful with a return rate of over 70%.The questionnaire and results are
attached as Annexe 8 and 10.

3. Launch of the Neighbourhood Plan website – Vision for Ickford
www.visionforickford.co.uk.

A website dedicated just to the Neighbourhood Plan was launched in April 2017.
It has been very important to the Steering Group that the website has been kept
up to date continuously so that all residents can access the progress of the
Neighbourhood Plan. As internet access is not available to all, a paper copy of
progress has been delivered to all residents via the monthly Ickford Informer.

4. First Consultation Event – Ickford Church Fete May 2018 – where
the Plan Steering Group hosted a stall informing villagers about the Plan
process as well as presenting the results of the NP questionnaire and seeking
villagers’ views on the future for Ickford.

This is an annual event that is always well attended by villagers as well as visitors
from surrounding villages. Our display stands containing the results of the NP
questionnaire as well as detailed information about heritage, flooding and our
designation area were well attended with 86 people visiting the stands.This was
an excellent opportunity to engage people in discussion about the plan as well as
discover further information about Ickford.

5. The Second Consultation Event held in the Village Hall 15th
September 2018 – Villagers were invited to see the progress of the Plan so
far, read the Scoping Report and Heritage Report as well as add further
comments/suggestions for inclusion. In addition more people completed
the wildlife questionnaire.
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6. Ickford, and the surrounding area, provides a rich habitat for a wild range
of flora and fauna. Residents were asked to record sightings of mammals, reptiles,
birds and insects. Questionnaires were available online at the Vision for Ickford
website as well as paper copies at the consultations events.

c

This event was advertised with a postcard delivered to each household as
well as numerous posters around the village and a large A frame poster
outside the village hall to remind people of the event or to tempt in passing
residents. Residents were given the opportunity to read the Scoping Report
as well as the Heritage Report. In addition there was a wide range of
information concerning all aspects of the NP displayed around the hall. Most
importantly a large number of the Steering Group were at hand to answer
questions, discuss progress and accept further views and comments.
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7. Campaign of Communication, February 2017 to present, comprising:
• a dedicated section on the Ickford Community website.
• a dedicated website for residents to contribute their views and to offer
accessibility to Plan Steering Group members.The website is updated on a
continuous basis to keep residents fully up to date with the Plan’s progress.
• a monthly update in the Ickford Informer, a village newspaper delivered to
every home, since March 2017.
• posters throughout the village advertising forthcoming events related to
the Plan.
• a postcard delivered to each home in the village advertising the second
Consultation Event.
• the Plan has been a standing item on the agenda of the Parish Council
meetings since autumn 2017, with an account of progress being given
each time by councillor members of the Plan Steering Group.
• discussions with members of village social groups by Steering Group
members.

8 The Public Consultations on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan took
place during 2018 and a leaflet and feedback form was delivered to each
address in the village, posters put up and the documents were put on the
relevant websites.
Communications generally

A range of different media, as noted above, have been used by the Plan Steering
Group to inform their fellow Ickford residents about the neighbourhood plan
process and to seek their views about the right development for Ickford. The
Ickford Community website and the Vision for Ickford website have been used
at all times to give information and links to documents. For those residents who
prefer a paper copy of information this has been available in the Ickford Informer
on a monthly basis. At all times information has been presented neutrally with a
view to assisting villagers to reach their own opinion. Members of the Steering
group have tried their best to stay abreast of current developments in
Neighbourhood Plans as evidenced by attendance at a seminar at Reading
University as well as a further seminar in London. At all times the Group has
been assisted by the advice and guidance of Sally Chapman, an experienced planner
and neighbourhood plan consultant.
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Annex 1.

Pre-vision consultation questionnaire
by the Parish Council 2017.

Introduction

As part of the process prior to developing a Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford
Parish, the Parish Council conducted a consultation questionnaire that was
completed by members of the local community during the summer of 2017.
The questionnaire was focused on the two main areas of Housing and
Infrastructure based on the National Planning Policy Framework. In addition to
the structured questions, there was an opportunity for local people to express
their views openly on development areas, economy and the social infrastructure.

137 responses were obtained and these responses are below. Not everyone
answered each question so percentages are based on the number that did and
then rounded to the nearest figure.The questionnaire results gave a clear indication
to the Parish Council that producing a Neighbourhood Plan would be an
appropriate way forwards for the Parish to help influence future development
and identify the aspects of the village that were most important to the parishioners.
. In addition, these, and the results of a subsequent questionnaire, went on to
form the Vision and Objectives that the Steering Group would continue to work
towards throughout the plan

Methodology

The purpose of the pre-vision questionnaire was to give residents the opportunity
to express their views about any future development in the village. The
questionnaire used both direct questions and those that allowed the residents to
express their feelings on specific areas such as where housing should be situated
as well as improvements to drainage and general infrastructure.
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Annex 2.
Ickford Housing Questionnaire Results.

Do you think that Ickford needs more homes? (137 answered)

84
53

61.31%
38.69%
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Yes
No
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Question 1

Question 2

What do you feel is an acceptable increase in housing development in
Ickford over the next 15 years? (136 answered)

0
1-25
25-50
50-75
75+

houses
houses
houses
houses
houses

19
70
41
0
6

14.00%
51.00%
30.00%
0.00%
4.00%

Question 3

What sort of housing development is needed? (124 answered)

Starter Homes
Small family homes (2-3 bed)
Large family homes (4-5 bed)
Retirement/downsizer homes
Affordable homes
Other:– None
– A mixture of above
– Manor Houses
– Low cost rental
– NO buy to let

66
88
25
45
64
14

(2)
(6)
(1)
(2)
(1)

– Consider ones that can be
held accountable for future
infrastructure failures

(1)

– Affordable homes only
work if price is fixed so
first beneficiaries can’t
sell at market price and
can only sell on at
affordable price to others
who need an affordable
home. Otherwise they
are utterly pointless.

(1)
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Question 4

Where do you believe new housing should be situated and why? (126
answered)

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15

Within the village envelope, including large garden projects. Fields
behind Post Office.
Turnfields: Because this is central to the village, near the park and the
land is currently unused and not maintained.
We have new homes going up in Turnfields - we shouldn’t have any
more.
In the area designated suitable at Turnfields, only 1-25 houses. The
land (Pound Ground Field) already has planning permission ONLY
for 6 stable blocks as part of a FAMILY (the owner) development.
Suggest they stick with what they have asked for and build stables,
rather than use this as a ploy!
Where there is adequate sewerage. Water and traffic services would
be increased to cope with extra demand.
Not off Worminghall Road as insufficient access. Increased traffic
flow to family garden at the local pub. No public footpath on that side
of the road. Not Pound Ground Field as this leaves ‘open land’ for
future development i.e. extends the village. Turnfields is the best
location as close to family amenities (playground, shop, school).
Infrastructure could easily be enhanced (new access via Turnfields /
Sheldon Road) to make a 1 way system. Most efficient management
of increased traffic. Ground is not currently farmed or utilised.
Turnfields as currently proposed limited to 35 houses.
Turnfields.
Turnfields site only as there is already an access road.
In all honesty, I don’t believe they are needed. It would be an absolute
shame to build on such beautiful land and I do worry about the local
wildlife.
Turnfields site – access already available. Limit new building to
maximum of 20-25 homes.
I think that the best place is near Turnfields, with houses for younger
village people and older peoples’ housing.
Within the village boundaries. The proposed development off
Turnfields is ideal. Pound Ground Field is totally unnecessary at this
time and it is way beyond the boundaries of the village.
I believe the site that makes the most sense is the Turnfields one. This
plot has the right access and would cause minimal disruption.
Support the development at Turnfields as this would be in keeping
with the current layout of the village. I strongly oppose the other 2
sites off Worminghall Road – building on these sites is not in keeping
with the village layout. Taking building up to Ickford Road will lead to
further applications to infill the area including Sheldon Road. Local
infrastructure would not be able to support this level of development.
I disagree with the re-categorisation of the village as a medium
village, given that the shop is owned by the village and the school
serves the surrounding area. I agree we should take some houses, but
not the number allocated by the VALP.
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I believe the council has already marked an area of the village as
acceptable for development and my understanding is that the other
areas awaiting planning permission have been described by the council
as unsuitable for development.
Turnfields seems most appropriate as a discreet area of no particular
ecological or agricultural merit. Other sites are unsuitable as they will
overload the infrastructure.
Any infill sites and Turnfields only.
Turnfields.
I believe the housing should be situated on the Worminghall Road end
of the village to keep the main thoroughfare safe, parking for the
school would be worse.
Turnfields.
Not sure – the proposed houses off Turnfields already worry me as
that spot is tranquil – my son loves to play basketball in a safe place.
However, recent drain smells coming through suggest that it is
somewhere away from these sewerage problems?
Places with good public transport to avoid additional motor traffic.
Walking distance of local facilities. Not on a flood plain.
Turnfields, which was the first proposal and was always supported.
Land off Turnfields. This retains a village aspect with views over back
fields and the recreation ground. Proposal by Land & Partners was
sympathetic to a village site.
It would be least intrusive if the developments were at the end of the
village. There is too much traffic travelling through already, especially
at peak times. The land off Turnfields or the Pound Ground Field at
the end of the village would cause less congestion.
In towns not villages.
Land off Turnfields because it would be the most suitable site.
However I do not feel that the village needs such a large development.
The work for VALP suggests Turnfields is the only possibility.
Land off Turnfields because it is a smaller development and
proportionate to the existing village size.
Turnfields – well within the boundaries of the village on what is
effectively wasteland.
There shouldn’t be any new homes as the village doesn’t have the
capacity.
Turnfields, as currently only site proposed that is not agricultural.
No more houses needed.
Turnfields.
Behind Turnfields.
Infill in village – no new large developments.
Turnfields.
The Turnfields site is a reasonable size and would keep the village
compact. The other 2 sites are far too large. The Pound Field site
would extend the village.
Pound Ground field – better access into it without affecting many
residences.
I feel that if any new housing should be built, it should be in a way that
is not going to make the village any bigger.
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21
22

23

24
25

26

27
28

29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40

41
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42

43

44
45

46

47
48

49
50
51
52

53
54
55

56

57
58

59

60

If any, they should be central to keep the village contained and not
allowing the overall village size to become larger – the houses should
be close to the amenities.
I understand that some villagers would like starter homes for
offspring to be able to stay in the village. These would be desirable
and probably should be located centrally by the playing field and close
to the school.
In the middle of the village to stop expansion.
At the end of Turnfields – there is already a road with a dead end as
though anticipating further development. Also, modern housing
would be in keeping with the 60’s development already there.
At the end of Turnfields – there is already a road with a dead end as
though anticipating further development. Also, modern housing
would be in keeping with the 60’s development already there.
No houses.
Where the land is for sale down Worminghall Road that backs on to
Golders Close.
On the road between Little Ickford and the Shabbington Road. This
would have little impact on the scale of current housing in the village.
If this were to be undertaken, the Little Ickford side of the village is
far less populated.
Within the village boundary, not outside it.
Not in Ickford!! Roads/drainage/utilities can’t cope with more
housing and the associated construction heavy goods vehicles etc.
Area at back of Turnfields. Smaller plot accommodating a smaller
development of housing.
This is a difficult question as the infrastructure is not set up for any
kind of expansion.
The identified sites could be suitable but not the number of
properties that have been proposed. There must be consideration for
safe access, and drainage (which is already a problem in this area).
The projected development at the end of Turnfields would enclose the
recreation ground making it more of a central part of the village. The
proposed development (Cala Homes) would not impinge on the
village but it would create far too much development if that and the
Turnfields development went ahead. The projected one on Pound
Field is too far outside the village as it stands at the moment.
I think any site in the village will have some objections, I think the site
by the playing fields is the most preferable.
A couple of houses that are near to the relatively newer developments
or interspersed amongst the current housing if appropriate.
Conservation areas and the paths and fields between them should be
preserved and inappropriate developments like the huge house at
Neil’s Cottage, Little Ickford, should be avoided in future.
The proposed Turnfields development as it is within the village
envelope, and not at the edges where there could be a danger that the
village ‘sprawls’ out of control.
Some kind of infill around the other side of the playing field is the
only viable option I believe. I would not be in favour of infilling right
up to the Worminghall/Shabbington Road as that is simply too large a
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c

footprint. These villages are already very close together and
boundaries need to be carefully controlled. Once lost they are gone
forever.
We have enough problems with the drainage and flooding, it must be
realised that we are living on the edge of a flood plain. We are in the
position that if it rains our garden is under water even in the summer
because of the high water table and has reached the back door when
heavy. There are times when we are unable to flush our downstairs
toilet as the water fills the bowl. Our electricity goes off as the water
rises underneath our floorboards. If there are more buildings in the
school grounds, we could have even more problems. When the preschool building was put up the contractors had to ask us if they could
keep a pump going all night so they could put in a tank and that was in
the summer.
Within the village boundaries.
Where there is adequate drainage. Obvious reasons.
Land off Turnfields.
Land off Turnfields and east of 42 Worminghall Road – rounds off
village and visually not intrusive. Pound Ground Field – visually
intrusive.
Either Turnfields or the land East of 42 Worminghall Road, since they
will fill out the centre of the village. Not Pound Ground Field, which
is outside the village centre.
Land off Turnfields firstly. Pound Ground field secondly.
On the land off Turnfields. The scheme by ‘Land & Partners’ seemed
to be a reasonable and modest expansion, still retaining green spaces.
Land off of Turnfields – site would have minimal impact on boundary
of village and there is a suitable access road. If another site is needed,
the land behind 42 Worminghall Road is as suitable as anywhere else.
Site beyond Turnfields – least effect on current housing.
At the end of Turnfields because it causes less intrusion for other
peoples’ property rather than the other sites. Although there will be
more traffic in Turnfields and on Sheldon Road it is not as bad as extra
traffic on Worminghall Road and past the school.
In the place that has been deemed suitable – only there.
The Land off Turnfields site is the most suitable of the 3 proposals.
This is the site that has been proposed for many years; it is most
central to the village and has long been expected to eventually be built
on after the development of Golders Close and Turnfields in the
1980s. It is closest to the recreation grounds in the centre of the
village which provides safe off-road access to the School for young
children living in the potential new housing. Of the 3 sites it is the one
that could be most closely described as infill.
I believe the Turnfields site is the best solution. All villages must take
their share of providing further housing but this must not be at the
cost of the people already living there and development must not lose
sight of the historical position of our ancient village. Our village was
once two small hamlets which have been joined together, there are a
number of historically important houses in the village and there have
been a number of new housing developments over the years. Over
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75

76

77

78

79
80
81

82

83

development has occurred in many villages to the detriment of the
village, we must preserve to the best of our ability these villages.
To allow a development adjacent to historical houses would forever
distort the balance in the village. It is also inconceivable that anyone
would allow a development outside the boundaries of the village,
which would change the nature of the small rural village for ever. The
additional 150 plus houses would put a strain on our already over
worked drainage system. The occupants of Church Road already have
to have their storm drains emptied throughout the year to prevent
their houses being flooded. Flooding in our village is a real problem,
ask anyone to share their photos with you. In addition there would be
a huge increase in the amount of traffic and heavy vehicles which
would have to use the bridges in Ickford or Shabbington. Lastly, the
school is already over subscribed. There would not be enough places
for the occupants of a large development. We have a very limited bus
route to Thame and neighbouring places.
The area behind Turnfields, which backs onto the playing field is an
obvious area for development with minimal impact on the broader
environment.
I believe that the land off Turnfields would provide the right number
of homes in the right location as it would balance out the housing
around the roads in the village. My second choice would be the Pound
Ground Field but I think that the size of this development is too large.
The land off Turnfields. This is already designated for development
and has an access road. The proposed development is about the right
size for the village and looks reasonable from the plans presented to
the village. It is situated between the playing field and open fields, so
will not crowd the existing housing. This development is about the
right size for Ickford. We need more smaller houses, as we already
have plenty of large houses in the village, with the addition of Farm
Close about 15-20 years ago.
Land off Turnfields as it will be a smaller development and won’t have
such an impact on the village. To build on the other two sites as well
will double the size of the village nearly!
If any building, access should be new and not from existing roads or
closes.
Doesn’t matter.
Not necessary to build any more. The village is not struggling. The
open fields and country scenery is why most of us moved here. The
roads are busy enough without creating more traffic and congestion
and danger.
Nowhere. However, should it happen it should be in line with the
existing pattern of the village which is mainly linear. It should not
break out into open countryside.
No houses, but if so, just a few and a development of up to 30 houses.
Regard should be given to the bends and humped back bridges at the
Village Hall end of Ickford. That road really cannot accommodate
more traffic without an increased incidence of accidents. Worminghall
Road is the sensible location.
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86
87

Land off Turnfields to complete building within centre of village. The
two other proposals encroach on green areas around the village.
North of Turnfields’ allotments – least effect on residents.
End of Turnfields.
Turnfields is acceptable. The other two sites are opportunistic and
nothing more than greed on the part of the land owners. They do not
care if the village is overwhelmed.
At the end of Turnfields. Pound Ground Field.
Land off Turnfields, other suggested sites are rich in wildlife.
Turnfields proposal.
North of the village, as indicated on the map. The South floods easily.
Incorporated into existing housing estates without breaking into the
countryside and with easy access to the shop and school so that
vehicles are not used to get there.
Turnfields – it is spare land which does not overlook anyone.
The proposal for Turnfields/Golders Close makes sense. It surrounds
the playing area for children to be safe and has less impact on the
village compared to new developments.
The application for planning on the site off Turnfields looks to be the
best option in terms of location (away from main road, close to play
area for children etc.) and size.
Land East of 42 Worminghall Road.
Turnfields. Best place for traffic.
Land off Turnfields. Land East of 42 Worminghall Road.
Within the present limits of the existing housing, infilling where
possible. The useful aerial view of the village provided by Cala Homes
shows that the most obvious site and the one least likely to impact on
present residents is that at the end of Turnfields. This development
would provide an acceptable number of 30 or so new homes which
the existing village services could accommodate within the 15 year
time frame.
Land off Turnfields. This would have the least impact on the character
of the village.
Spread out, not an estate.
In the centre so as not to extend the village boundaries too much and in a
site that can cope with the extra demands on utilities – presumably in the
vicinity of Turnfields.
Land off Turnfields as the road and site allow the development to
blend in with existing housing.
End of Turnfields, no flooding.
I find it difficult to state with certainty, but I do see that the areas
already highlighted, like North End of Turnfields, are prime targets
for developers.
There is only one suitable site – the land off Turnfields.
The proposed site for the development using the land east of
42 Worminghall Road is a sensible option. It is adjacent to the
main body of the village and does not cause the village to ‘creep’
along Worminghall Road.
Land off Turnfields as a last resort; but ideally none in this village.
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The site in Turnfields is a possibility if the number of dwellings is reduced.
Ickford is designated a medium village and this site will provide some
dwellings that sit within the inner curtilage of the village.
There are 30 houses planned off Turnfields. 66 planned for east of
Worminghall Road. 49 planned for Pound Green Field. I have no
complaints about the Ickford School development but the other
planned developments (above) will change the village dramatically in
a very short time. 145 houses equals probably 600 people at the least
and the village infrastructure is not able to cope with this.
The end of Turnfields make more sense than the other places, with
two large developments in the pipeline, the empty field left will
eventually have houses to make us a small town rather than a village.
More suitable housing for younger families and youth and must be
affordable, not big 5 bedroom homes. Locals are now pushed out of
the village due to high prices.
Only where there isn’t existing open field space, like in-filling
between housing, otherwise it will end up not being the countryside
any more.
The land at the end of Turnfields or the field opposite the turning into
Turnfields.
Behind the allotments.
North of playing field. Keep it within the existing footprint of the
village and not extending the village towards the Shabbington Road.
Don’t want the village to sprawl towards Shabbington and
Worminghall by building on greenfields.
Anywhere where it doesn’t affect the landscape.
In-fill around the edge of the village, minimising the visual impact to
the village perimeter.
Any site chosen needs to have drainage and flood prevention measures
in place before construction commences. Proposed sites on
Worminghall Road have already been rejected in the draft VALP and
both sites propose higher levels of housing than is in keeping with the
character of the village. Proposed CALA HOMES development
would result in significant and disruptive construction traffic with
further deterioration in road condition. Only the ‘Turnfields’ site
offers a suitable size and location for development.
Anywhere suitable.
Turnfields Road already in place. Young people are needed. Older
residents have since left Ickford. Different reasons, one being, better
transport, bus service. Not needing to travel so far by using cars
producing so much traffic.
Not really worried about location.
In Shabbington.
Land off Turnfields – planned for future development, with access
road already in place. Recreation area becomes centre of village and
village not just a ribbon settlement.
Worminghall Road.
The HELAA (v4) has identified the site at Turnfields as being the
only acceptable site in the village at the present time. It has
limited impact on the historic layout of the village, nor the
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conservation area. The proposed site at Turnfields aligns more
with existing development patterns rather that extending into the
open countryside. Over the plan period, other windfall sites may
come forward – infill sites between buildings etc. The HELAA does
state that some villages do not have the capacity to meet housing
requirements due to constraints. I would argue that Ickford is one
such village due to historic settlement pattern, flood risk and
infrastructure. The Draft Local Plan states at para 4.77: Additional
development in the medium villages will only be permitted in
exceptional circumstances where it can be demonstrated that sites
allocated (either in the Local Plan or Neighbourhood Plan) are not
coming forward at the rate anticipated. Whilst there is a need for
housing identified in the HEELA, the village does not have the
capacity for an additional 115 houses.
Ickford Village should be kept as a village. New developments should
be in areas that are looking to grow and have the infrastructure such
Aylesbury, Bicester or maybe Thame. More houses will change the
look and feel of what is currently a lovely village.
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Question 5

What concerns do you have about potential housing developments in the
village? (132 answered)

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

Lack of infrastructure. Flooding increase due to increased run-off
Congestion.
Increase in traffic. Increase in numbers of people and houses changes
overall nature of village over time.
It will spoil the village – it is a nice, quiet village. With more houses
being built – it most certainly will be spoilt.
Flooding – already we have had several major floods (and are on a
floodplain!). No access for emergency vehicles (my son is under the
heart transplant team and I am aware of others at risk). Traffic – major
problems already noted regarding parking and access to village
particularly around the shop and school. Backed up sewerage, post
flooding. Safety to children and pedestrians. Impact on ecology of area
(wildlife, meadow flowers and bats). Impact on linear structure of
village (building beyond the village boundaries blurs one village into
another reducing community identity).
New houses do nothing to cure existing problems of water, sewerage,
services etc. Roadways and bridges already in disrepair because of
heavy vehicles. Access by emergency services an issue on estate roads.
Lack of school places. Lack of drainage. Street lighting.
Overwhelming community integration. Land drainage – flooding. Car
parking capacity and access for emergency services. School capacity.
Transportation - public/road, conditions/highway maintenance.
Health and medical capacity.
Flooding and sewerage problems.
Flooding and bad sewerage.
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Increase in road traffic (speed is an issue too). Pressure on services:
transport, drains, school, bridges, traffic. Losing the sense that this is
a village. Decrease in safety.
Lack of infrastructure to support more than 20-25 additional homes.
The village drains already can’t cope with all the water where it floods.
Parking is terrible and dangerous on the main road near the shop.
We are on a flood plain. Drainage of water. Problems with sewerage.
Drainage, flooding and increased traffic levels.
Identity of the village with large scale development would be lost.
Not in keeping with recommendations. School is at capacity with
current intake of pupils which has risen over the years as it is. Village
served by narrow country roads – increased development would put a
strain on the road network – traffic, risk accidents, noise and
congestion. If all 3 sites approved it would take the village over
growth target. Current drains do not cope with usage necessitating
the use of tankers during periods of the year. Flooding in the village is
already a problem which will increase with any additional housing.
Infrastructure: The village has no gas supply, so 100 houses will mean
100,000 litres of heating oil will be stored on ‘our island’. The roads that
service the village are single track with poor visibility. The roads are in
very poor repair with slippage at the edges, numerous pot-holes, a lack of
footpaths and the bridges are not suitable for construction traffic or the
proposed increase in cars (average is 2 per household so 200 cars or 400
extra crossings per day). The primary school is full and even plans to
expand are for the existing pupils. I live 200m from the school but have to
drive to Oakley to school my two children.
Road system already stretched. School traffic. Extra load on already
weak drainage/sewerage system.
Drainage, flooding, traffic increase affecting existing buildings –
Ickford already suffers from flooding and drainage problems. My
house shakes when traffic passes causing increasing cracks to plaster
and brickwork.
Flooding, sewerage, infrastructure are inadequate. Traffic congestion.
I live in Turnfields and like the view across the allotments and fields
beyond – watching nature at its best – it would concern me about the
safety of our children who currently play at leisure in Turnfields.
Flooding. Traffic over bridges. Sewerage.
I am seriously concerned about lots more homes – we will lose
beautiful green space and eventually become one town. I love our
village it really shouldn’t change this much. It devalues our homes in
my opinion and I wouldn’t want to live here. I wouldn’t have even
thought to view a house here if I knew all these changes were to happen. I
paid for village life NOT busy city life. Close friends, village traditions and
peace is why I chose here. Why change it so dramatically? Pressure on
roads – little bridges, parking is a nightmare during school events. Quiet
peaceful village becoming a place for children/teenagers hanging around
– I bought my house for the peace and village life. Pressure on school.
Social housing – tenants causing issues (we have experienced this
before!). Extra traffic on roads, which in parts are single track.
Parking if driveway space is not included in new builds. Construction
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traffic on roads which are not suitable. Lack of facilities such as doctor/
dentist. Parking at school as we already have a number of people that
park down our road in morning/afternoon.
This changes the character of the village – it is no longer a village.
Increasing in size by 50% we lose all those aspects i.e. green fields, and
community which was why we came to the village, not moved and
indeed why people have come into the village more recently.
Land east of 42 Worminghall Road – too many houses – closes in
current houses. Proposal more like a small town, inappropriate.
Roads – poor quality and 2/3 exits from village have a single track
road – additional cars going past the school. Drainage already
overwhelmed during wet periods (major flooding at least 3 times).
Need additional sewerage drainage.
The development on the land east of Worminghall Road would cause
an already busy road to be overloaded with traffic and with limited
pathways it would increase the potential of injury to pedestrians. The
village school is already oversubscribed and would need to be
developed. Parking outside the school at peak times is very disruptive
and makes access through the village almost impossible.
My concerns are that it will spoil the village and will become
overcrowded, not at all in favour – particularly land off Turnfields.
The current infrastructure cannot cope with the number of houses
that are currently in the village.
The loss of the village character will be almost certain with one of the
larger developments.
The current infrastructure cannot cope with the existing number of
houses and would therefore be totally unable to cope with any further
development.
Foul drainage capacity. Over development versus existing 250 homes.
School over subscribed already. Surface water drainage.
School already has waiting list. Drains. Flooding. Traffic. Disruption of
building.
Increase traffic and pollution and impact on natural habitats for
wildlife. Flooding. The ability of current drainage system to cope with
increase sewerage.
We get flooded and have sewage coming up already.
These developments will open the flood gates to more and more.
Lack of school places. Traffic increase. General infrastructure should
remain as for a small village/local workforce.
It changes the character of the village. We have a lot of infill. Is there a
case for starter homes? Has anyone done a survey? Why have we not
been asked these questions before? It seems late in the day.
Traffic, noise, flooding. Drainage/sewerage. Loss of character/history.
Falling property values. Coalescence between villages.
The Pound Field site would almost inevitably lead to the development of
the land east of Worminghall Road, leading to gross over development of
the village.
All 3 developments will lead to the whole square of fields being
developed. Any one of the developments will leave an access into the
next field therefore potential to develop further.
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It is going to increase traffic through the village which is already so
busy, especially as the school is full and are wanting to get a few more
students there. The character of the village will change as it is all about
the ‘small village of Ickford’.
Completely alters the character of the village and further increases
the traffic which is already busy! The school is full – as it services not
only Ickford but the surrounding villages that do not have a school.
Change in character of a very enjoyable village. Would the village be able
to cope with any more than 25 homes bearing in mind that it is on a flood
plain and there would be a vehicle movement of approximately 4 vehicles
per house per day?
Increase in traffic and noise. Potential increase in crime.
The proposal at present – too many, too soon, over several sites.
Overload on already straining sewerage and electricity. The water
table, lack of mains gas, increased noise and traffic through the village
at peak times, parking problems, poor bus service. Do not want an
increase in street lighting. All the above would contribute to ruining
what is a quintessential village making it a suburb. A strain on an
already over subscribed school.
The proposal at present – too many, too soon, over several sites.
Overload on already straining sewerage and electricity. The water
table, lack of mains gas, increased noise and traffic through the village
at peak times, parking problems, poor bus service. Do not want an
increase in street lighting. All the above would contribute to ruining
what is a quintessential village making it a suburb. A strain on an
already over subscribed school.
No houses, flooding. Each house would require two cars for modern
family living. There is no local employment.
Flooding. Turnfields has a sewage problem already with regular
blockages. With a lot of children living up that road they won’t be
playing out the front of the houses as they do now with the extra
traffic. Already a lot of vehicles up there parked at the weekend and
out of hours. The work vans want to be parked outside their homes
not 100m down the road with all these van thefts going on they are
their livelihoods. Construction traffic up and down Turnfields will be
a nightmare for the residents.
Too many houses crammed into every small space. Also ensure there
is plenty of off road parking e.g. a minimum of 2 cars for a 2 bedroom
property (ideally at least 3).
Somewhere that isn’t on a flood plain where the infrastructure can
cope, which it doesn’t currently. There have been numerous occasions
where raw sewerage has come up through the drains in Church Road.
Drainage and access .
Traffic increase.
Traffic. Over stretched services (water, sewage, primary school etc.)
Village will lose its character.
See above.
Sustainability.
Over development leading to permanent damage to a historical
village.
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Infrastructure lacking, i.e. Drainage, public transport, cycle paths
(to promote sustainable travel)
Traffic. Drainage. Sewage. Small village do not want to become a
large village. Ickford School wants to increase its size hoping that
housing development will go ahead. School development additional
classes will mean more traffic into Ickford, no parking. Ickford school
was and should remain a small village school, and not increase in size
to attract families from Oxfordshire or Thame.
There would be too many larger homes and not sufficient smaller
affordable homes. The total number of houses projected at the moment
would make too much impact on the village and its amenities.
I am a little concerned with regard to my understanding that 3 sites
have been identified which will mean over 100 houses. This is far too
many for the village taken into consideration the flooding and sewer
problem. Plus more traffic.
The assumption is that because Ickford has a school and a shop and a
pub it is set up to cater for development. It is not. These amenities are
village-sized by their nature and the school especially could not
support a doubling of the population through the enormous
developments proposed. Nor could the roads, the ancient bridge over
the Thame, or the eco-system of the area, which has significant value.
For example, an ecological survey stored on the AVDC website
covering the plans for the Pound Green Field developments (https://
publicaccess.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do
?activeTab=summary&keyVal=OKNNJPCLLEK00) states that there are no
records of Great Crested Newt in the area until Shabbington. This is
incorrect: we can provide a survey that records Great Crested Newt
in 2012, and which identifies both the private ponds in Little Ickford
and the village pond nearby as suitable habitats for GCN in 2014.
Giant developments such as those proposed for Ickford would clearly
be detrimental to the established ecology of the area. Flooding is part
of this and is also of enormous concern. The fields around the village and
the orchards in Little Ickford flood regularly. This is a water meadow area
and the village has flooded often in the past and anyone who lives here
knows that the village is a small island in a flood plain with a high water
table. Massive development on the scale proposed would create
displacement flooding affecting houses and roads. The road between
Shabbington and Thame already floods regularly cutting off access to the
village and driving traffic over the C17th bridges to Tiddington or out
through Worminghall. This traffic would be doubled whilst at the same
time the flooding would undoubtedly become worse, creating huge
problems.
Increased traffic causing increased congestion in the village particularly
the bridges where some sort of traffic management system would need to
be constructed. The school area is very congested at the present at school
drop off and collection times. It will cause delays out of Tiddington at the
junction of the A418. At 8–8.30am it is currently very difficult to get onto
the A418. Most developers do not allow for 2-3 cars per household. They
quote one, which is wholly unrealistic. I have grave doubts that in the
event of any building, that the improvement to the infrastructure –
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drainage and sewerage network will take place. If Thames Water deem
it more financially viable to them to use more pump lorries over the
vast cost of new drains & sewers in Ickford, then they will use the
extra lorries – at the expense of the people on the junction of Church
Road and Worminghall Road.
Affordable housing has been built twice before during my lifetime
living in the village (35 years). Each time, they have gone to deserved
people who need them. However, they have then sold them at market
price and they are instantly no longer affordable. We then need to
build more for those who need them and the pattern repeats itself. It
is utterly pointless building affordable houses that do not have a fixed
price and selling on means tested criteria attached. There is no housing
crisis for any other type of house. Look on ‘Right Move’, there is supply.
The only need is for affordable housing and the only point of building
them is if they remain affordable. The village does/could support another
few larger houses as family housing is in big demand with the great
school, that combined with affordable will be fine.
There is so much water in Ickford that more housing is going to mean
there is even less areas for the water to disperse there will be more road
drainage with nowhere to go. The more that gets concreted over the more
problems we are having. The water doesn’t go away it just gets pushed to
the slightly lower houses with a disastrous outcome. We have, down
Church Road, bowsers to take the water away when it is raining, this is a
temporary fix and they can’t get rid of enough. We cannot understand
what on earth the Council is thinking about considering adding more
concrete and houses in such a vulnerable area.
Flooding of drains/roads.
Traffic increases. Limited infrastructure to support the growth in
population. Excessive expansion of school on relatively constrained
site. Nothing for teenagers so they ‘hang around’. School access and
choice for secondary school. Medical services.
Traffic already bad, especially around school. Two small bridges in
Bridge Road are also a problem already.
Pressure on the existing failed sewer systems and river flood levels.
The feeder roads into the village must raise concerns. School
development – How do they propose to improve parking issues. We
must be over capacity NOW!
That the infrastructure should support any increase in the population
and the development work may be very disruptive.
My concerns: Increased traffic, sewerage/water – this could become
overloaded. Also need to keep a shop in the village especially for older
people.
Increased risk of flooding to the lower lying parts of the village and
more traffic.
1. The sewerage system won’t cope! Thames Water must be made
to invest in the system so that our toilets/showers work in periods of
wet weather.
2. Surface water drainage. We are very vulnerable to flooding and
more development won’t help.
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Impact on flooding. Current infrastructure cannot cope. Loss of
outlook/amenities for current housing.
I am concerned that there is too much at one time. A gradual increase
would be more acceptable.
Too many are proposed: there is not sufficient infrastructure, no easy
access to town, and the strain extra housing will put on drainage/
sewerage will be excessive.
Can the existing village infrastructure cope with a rapid increase in
housing? Can the school accommodate the influx of children. None of
the proposals have adequately explained the potential impact on
drainage and sewerage systems in the village. Ickford sits on a flood
plain and is periodically flooded . The pumping station cannot cope at
these times now so how will new housing impact this situation in the
future? Will the new housing significantly increase traffic in the
village? Not just cars, but delivery vehicles and others.
All villages must take their share of providing further housing but this
must not be at the cost of the people already living there and
development must not lose sight of the historical position of our
ancient village. Our village was once two small hamlets which have
been joined together, there are a number of historically important
houses in the village, and there have been a number of new housing
developments over the years. Over development has occurred in
many villages to the detriment of the village, we must preserve to the
best of our ability these villages. To allow a development adjacent to
historical houses would forever distort the balance in the village. It is also
inconceivable that anyone would allow a development outside the
boundaries of the village, which would change the nature of the small
rural village for ever..... The additional 150 plus houses would put a strain
on our already over worked drainage system. The occupants of Church
Road already have to have their storm drains emptied throughout the year
to prevent their houses being flooded. Flooding in our village is a real
problem, ask anyone to share their photos with you. In addition there
would be a huge increase in the amount of traffic and heavy vehicles which
would have to use the bridges in Ickford or Shabbington. Lastly the school
is already over subscribed. There would not be enough places for the
occupants of a large development.We have a limited bus route to Thame
and neighbouring places.
There are a number of concerns: infrastructure – the road over the
historic humped-back bridges over the river (bridge has a date of
1685 on it), is narrow and not designed for large construction lorries
or the volume of traffic that 3 new developments would bring. The
removal of the historic stone bridge in Shabbington, and its
replacement with a mundane metal construction has done nothing to
enhance that village. There would be an outcry if any attempt were
made to ‘upgrade’ the river crossing in Ickford. The school is a
tremendous asset for the village and wider area. Can it cope with an
increase on the scale foreseen by these proposals? The head teacher
clearly thinks not. I am concerned that developers would fund their
proposals by building large expensive houses, rather than the starter,
or affordable properties that are needed to sustain the village.
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The average house price in the village is way beyond the average
wage. The Pound Ground area has medieval ridge and furrow which is
an important part of the heritage of the village and its agricultural,
working class history.
The main issue I have is with increased volumes of traffic through the
village and access to the new houses. For Turnfields a second route of
access should be included so that traffic can enter via the road leading
from the pond to Ickford Road.This would avoid additional traffic on the
difficult corner by the pond and through Turnfields. For Pound Ground
Field the access to Ickford Road or the top of Worminghall Road would
prevent vehicles having to travel through the village. I am also concerned
about the lack of facilities for young people (especially young teenagers)
and ways in which they can be kept entertained. We do not want groups
of youths hanging around the bus stop and field, especially at night.
The proposal for the land east of 42 Worminghall Road is far too large and
encloses the current houses, so that it will be more like living in a town
than a village. The access roads are not sufficient for a large number of
additional people (2 of the 3 access roads have single track bridges)
moving in and out of the village, particularly at busy times and during
school drop/off and pick-up times. The current sewerage/water system
cannot cope with the number of people who live here now. The proposed
system for holding back water/effluent on this large development is very
unlikely to work and will just create problems later on. We do not need
additional large houses proposed on this site.
The village will lose its rural feel. We moved here as we liked the small
size of the village and the community spirit that comes with this.
Impact on roads, waste water.
Drainage problems. Traffic, especially around the school. Noise.
This is just greedy property developers that have all jumped on the band
wagon to make money whilst ruining the village we chose to live in.
Traffic increase on single tracked roads i.e. Bridges and Rocky Lane.
Sewage and flooding increasing. Any development on the North side of
Sheldon Road would cause more water ‘run off’ which has to go through
the village to get to the river. Most people chose to move to a small
village for its character with the ‘village feel’. We are a small village but
have been classified as medium due to the amenities which have been kept
going by the villagers. So we are now being penalised for doing that by
being made to have 50 more houses because of the classification. Once the
50 have been allocated, property developers will continue to push for
more developments to the village in the future.
One of the village’s assets in the unique variation of houses on one road,
e.g. Ickford Road, Little Ickford. This will be spoilt with large estates. The
village facilities – roads, shop, school cannot accommodate much more
growth.
Infrastructure to support all services. Especially sewerage. Tankers used to
empty sewerage and flood water now without additional housing.
Additional school places for primary age. Additional school buses for
senior age. Increased traffic on village roads. Increased noise levels in
rural area.
Traffic – congestion.
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The infrastructure of Ickford could not cope with more houses. The
village needs a massive upgrade in both sewer and stormwater
provision. Also the road cannot possibly cope with the heavy plant
requirements.
Serious drainage problems every year in Sheldon Road and
Worminghall Road.
Even though Ickford has been classed as a medium village, it still
maintains a character of a small quaint English village. Last of old
English strongholds. So many villages and small towns have lost their
original characters, due to the incompetence of successive
governments. I know that we must move with the times, but let’s not
kill Ickford with building expansion that greatly exceeds the current
infrastructure.
• Too many people too few facilities.
• School’s capacity (Ickford & other villages).
• Profiteering by landowners.
Traffic access, movement. Pressure on village school.
More traffic. More noise. School not big enough. More people!!
Roads not able to cope. Danger to school children with more traffic.
Village losing its village ‘feel’.
Too many houses would change the character of our village and make
it into a small town. The infrastructure cannot cope now.
Flooding/sewage. Impact on local amenities - school/roads environment.
If too many houses are built, the impact on local resources i.e. school, GP.
Primary school in Ickford is already massively over subscribed so too
many new homes increase this. Drainage and sewers are already a
problem in the village, so addition of houses will increase this problem.
Wrong and unfair to affect lives of existing villagers.
Too much traffic going through village. Can school accommodate?
Water Supply. Also flood water – drainage.
The present village has approx. 280 homes and 550 residents. The
three proposed developments together would add another 150 more,
an increase of 50% on a village that has one already oversubscribed
school, narrow and winding access roads and a very poor and
overwhelmed sewage system. There is absolutely NO requirement for
so many new houses, we are a village, not a suburb of Thame.
More traffic. More parking problems.
The totality of applications would swamp the village and totally
change its character.
Traffic – on weak bridges – for construction and new residents.
Ickford is a rural village not a suburban dormitory. The proposals seen
so far will not add to the village in a positive way but will spoil the
character of the village whilst not bringing the things it needs.
Flooding risks and sewage capacity plus roads and access are limited.
Poor public transport would mean increase traffic, noise and air
pollution.
Too big.
In the case of the proposed Turnfields development, extra traffic
including the construction traffic along Turnfields a residential road,
with 30 plus houses proposed on Turnfields development that would
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increase traffic by at least 30 cars but in reality up to 50 plus cars. It is
a real worry of residents in Turnfields that the road will become very
busy with extra traffic. With the obvious extra traffic it seems NO
thought has been given to a further entrance to site from the main
entrance road into Ickford. One narrow residential road already
clogged with cars is expected to cope with a big increase in traffic.
With any largish development in the village two entrance exits from
any development should be considered. The road system in the village
is old and most are bad and in need of repair. The exit from the village
at the Little Ickford end is narrow and badly maintained. With extra
traffic generated this will only get worse, unless action is taken to
improve. The sewage and water system is not up to coping with even
30 extra houses, sewage is a problem now, plus flooding may become
a problem despite the planners obvious input on the flooding issues.
Ruining character of village; development outside the curtilage;
flooding; sewage and foul water removal; traffic in around and
through the village; light pollution.
The excessive housing development in the village that has been proposed
will inevitably detract from the character of the village and have a negative
impact on the close community feel that currently exists. I have witnessed
first-hand the detrimental effects of excessive local development on the
‘feel’ of a local community. Additionally, the growth in traffic, both within
the village itself that would result from the additional 2 plus cars per
additional household would cause considerable increase in both noise and
traffic. There would also be a similar growth in the volumes of traffic on
Bridge Road and Ickford Road.
Increased traffic on Worminghall Road, especially from access road to
potential site next to the Rising Sun. Plans for 66 houses could result
in a further 120 cars using already crowded and dangerous road and
hazards to parents and children going to and from the school and the
nursery. There is only one footpath, and this is very narrow, especially
near the Rising Sun. School places. The school is currently unable to
provide places for all children of primary age in the village, which
means that some parents have to drive their children to Oakley. Even
without the construction of more houses in Ickford, the school needs
additional classroom space. If more houses were to be built the school
would not cope. Flooding: Worminghall Road has frequently been
flooded. Over the past few years tankers have been employed day and
night to transport flood water mixed with sewage from the drain at
the top of Church Road to prevent flooding of houses in Church
Road. Ditches in Church Road. Many houses in Church Road and
Worminghall Road have been flooded due to height of water table and
overflowing of main drains which cannot cope with drainage from the
present number of houses in the area. The field and car parks behind
42 Worminghall Road flood every winter.
The layout and density of buildings will impact upon the drainage/
sewerage services as well as traffic/parking/access and highway safety
– particularly in Turnfields. The site, Pound Ground Field, proposing
49 houses is unacceptable in scale. Site east of 42 Worminghall Road
proposals is also unacceptable in scale
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I am concerned about this development in Ickford. The 3 planned
housing developments are very large and will change Ickford from a
village to a town overnight. (I am not including the School
development in this). They will alter our community idea of being a
village. They will affect many families re sudden loss of privacy. They
will affect many families financially as their environment will change,
they will be affected daily for years by the building works. They will
risk all our houses re floods. The local roads are ancient and so narrow
that they are not able to cope with more traffic, let alone lorries
delivering materials. Ecological habitats will be destroyed and the land
being suggested is home to many owls and other rare animals in this
area. (I have witnessed this over 40 years).
Potential flooding, even though the survey said it was no risk, have
lived here long enough to have seen plenty of flooding, with a
pumping station that cannot cope and the damage to houses in Church
Road. The traffic will increase considerably. During school days there
are so many cars parked on the road, it is becoming a hazard,
particularly for buses and therefore emergency vehicles.
The infrastructure isn’t good enough to support the current level of
housing. The sewers overflow when it’s raining. The roads are falling apart.
The school is full and when it closes the village is completely full of cars.
No.
Priority should be given to people living in the village on any
affordable housing that is built.
Increased in traffic. Effect on amenities such as school and doctors places.
The roads through the village are already busy and the bridges are old
and not designed for lots of traffic. The traffic around the school is
already a hazard at peak times. There are flood risks and it would be
crazy to build on land where the water drains.
None, it should be welcomed.
Increase in traffic. Load on overflowing drainage. School capacity.
Visual impact on the rural perimeter.
Flooding, as we are in a flooding area.
Issues with village infrastructure especially sewage and foul water
alongside the inevitable increased surface water run-off from any large
scale development. Significant transport issues would need to be
addressed as the current bridges in Ickford and Shabbington can barely
cope with current traffic levels. Major concern with any housing
development is retention of the essential character of the village.
Nothing it is wholly positive.
Traffic increase School parking issues road.
Any scale of development will overwhelm what is already a very poor
infrastructure – the bridge, the corner of Little Ickford and Church
Road both prone to flood and sewage overflow. The expansion of
school and effect on traffic utilities etc., etc.
NO NEW HOUSES SHOULD BE BUILT IN ICKFORD UNLESS
MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE TO WATER DRAINAGE
AND SEWERAGE DISPOSAL. THE CURRENT PUMPING
STATION IS TOTALLY INADEQUATE. ICKFORD HAS HAD TOO
MUCH FLOODING OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS AND LORRIES
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HAVE HAD TO BE CALLED OUT TO PUMP OUT BOTH WATER
AND SEWAGE TOO MANY TIMES. THE PUMPING STATION
CANNOT COPE NOW WHEN WE HAVE HEAVY RAIN BECAUSE
ROAD DRAINS OVERFLOW, POOR ROAD DRAINAGE SYSTEM
WHICH ALLOWS SURFACE WATER TO ENTER THE SEWAGE
SYSTEM AND THEREFORE SPILLS OUT AND ONTO THE ROAD.
IT HAS HAPPENED NEARLY EVERY YEAR USUALLY AFTER
HEAVY RAIN AND WINTER MONTHS.
Current sewerage system is hardly adequate as it is. Constructed in
1953 it was designed for a village half the size it is now. Any further
development should be dependent on updating the whole draining
and sewerage system. The potential huge increase in private vehicles.
Modern housing developments fail to provide sufficient parking areas.
Except for properties occupied solely by the very elderly, most
properties have cars, many have 2 cars, and some 3 or more.
I have major concerns over the flooding issues. What measures will be
put in place to make sure that these extra homes do not add to the
existing flood problems. Also the pumping station in Church Road
cannot handle the sewage when it is flooding. The new homes would
create extra traffic, Sheldon Road is sometimes impossible to drive
through now!
As I understand it the Government has reduced housing targets for
Aylesbury Vale in recent months, and the Council have stated that
percentage based targets will no longer be applied; they will instead
be looking at capacity. I do not feel that Ickford has the capacity for
such large scale house building proposals, without harming the
intrinsic peace and quality of life in this rural settlement. Below are
comments on the specific sites off Worminghall Road, Pound Ground
Farm: Over development. Should the Turnfields site go forward then
only an additional 29 houses will be required during the life of the
Local Plan to 2033. Pound Ground Farm proposes 49 dwellings. The
site is open agricultural land with remnants of historic ridge and
furrow. The site adjoins a listed building, the setting of which at the
village edge will be severely compromised. The site will have an
impact on the conservation area; which is linear in form, reflecting
the historic settlement pattern in this part of the village. The proposed
access will be detrimental to the rural approach to the village,
requiring large visibility splays, street lighting etc. Part of the site lies
within the flood plain. East of 42 Worminghall Road: Currently open
countryside adjoining the conservation area. A number of listed buildings
will be affected – as will their setting, as will a number of unlisted
buildings which are still of heritage importance. Contrary to conservation
area policies. Does not preserve or enhance the adjoining conservation
area, but rather will destroy the linear form of historic settlement pattern.
Impact in terms of traffic levels on Worminghall Road, impact on access
from exiting properties on Worminghall Road, Impact of street lighting
and rural outlook from properties on Worminghall Road School: Whilst
the school is expanding, it cannot currently cater to the number of
children in the village. Adding another 100 plus households will
exacerbate the problem.
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More traffic and more importantly the views that will be taken away
from existing residents. If any houses were to be built near my home
everything we love about our house would be ruined.

What improvements to infrastructure would you like to see should the
proposed developments go ahead? (120 answered)

Not just applicable to Ickford, but infrastructure improvements should be
made in parallel with housing development rather than long afterwards
i.e. School places, Doctor surgeries, car parking facilities etc.
Piped gas. Improved flood defences/provision.
The proposed developments should not go ahead they will spoil the
village. If it goes ahead, I may have to think of moving out of the
village which I have liked since I moved in some years ago.
I think we should have a village EVENING meeting for all points of
view to be discussed.
Additional pumping station, drainage, classroom, speed humps, bus
service and better road surfaces.
Drainage. Roads – speed humps, pot hole repairs. Pavements. More
street lighting. Better facilities for teenagers/Youth Centre?
All of the above (except number 1).
Improvements to drainage.
Increase in public transport to decrease cars on the road. Drainage.
Stores and amenities.
Drainage definitely needs to be improved.
Make a parking area on the village playing field – use of which must be
obligatory for depositing of and collection of school children so to avoid
potential accidents at the T-Junction of Bridge Road and Sheldon Road.
Improved bus routes, the school needs work.
Roads. Street lighting. Drainage system. Currently no gas pipe
connection. Internet to the village is poor. Public transport availability
is limited. School capacity would be severely impacted on.
BEFORE the developments: Improve the road network – developers
should contribute to the upgrade of existing infrastructure. Improve
the bridges. Explain how everyone is going to get to work, school or
the shops (the answer is by car, which flies in the face of government
directives on sustainable development). Bring gas to the village or
explain how the housing will meet code 4 for new buildings. Improve
the bus service or explain how schools should be accessed.
Roads/pathways. Drainage. Small health centre/pharmacy.
If the developments other than Turnfields go ahead, i.e. 100 plus
homes, then all roads around Ickford should be raised above the flood
level to allow continued access to the village.
The flooding problem. Roads to be upgraded. School parking to be
regulated.
Gas supply.
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Bridges. Roads. Buses. Parking. Drains. Flooding. This village may have
space for homes but no roads, recreational space. Our children need
green space for healthy life not more pollution and buildings.
STRONGLY OPPOSE– KEEP OUR VILLAGE!
Improved bus service, widening and resurfacing of roads towards
Thame, Tiddington. New and improved footpaths, cycle routes –
these to be kept clear and not overgrown.
If Turnfields goes ahead traffic management must be improved and
issues over surface water.
Improve quality of roads in, through and out of the village. Sufficient
parking in the development to prevent parking on road verges.
Improved drainage – scheme to slowly release water/sewerage
impractical – better clearance of water needed out of the village.
Better management of traffic through the village. Maintenance of
pathways and verges.
Surface water drainage. Upgrade the sewerage system to prevent
overflows of raw effluent into the roads and streams.
Drainage. Sewerage. Power supply. Roads.
Sewerage system. Surface water drainage. Road conditions.
Foul drainage capacity improved. School size. Improve surface water
drainage. Review of twin bridges road.
New drainage system. Better parking arrangements around the school
and village shop. Better signage and restrictions for heavy vehicles
using bridges.
Better public transport/nature reserve.
More off road parking especially for school drop-off and pick up on
Sheldon Road.
A bypass around the village.
Better, more professionally run shop with a wider range of goods and
longer opening hours. Fewer children brought into the village to
school from outlying area by car each day. Too many cars parked by
the school.
The village could probably cope with development of Turnfields,
depending on extra resources for the school and a better bus service.
The other sites would require major extra resources for the school
and shop which would be unlikely to ever happen.
Turnfields and 42 Worminghall Road developments will increase
traffic into and around the area – another access in would affect less
people. No matter what happens now, within the next 10 years we
will need more housing – so it would be better to look long term
NOW. The easy development is Turnfields, but once this has been
accepted, then all the fields North of it (i.e. Pound Ground and
Worminghall Road) will likely gain permission. Why not make the
developers put any access in from the main Ickford Road which will
have less of a traffic impact on the village? Once the Turnfields
development goes ahead, all the extra traffic will then have to come
through the village.
Ditches to be cleared out
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Mains gas, improved sewerage and surface water drainage, more
reliable electricity supply. 20mph speed limit – no further street
lighting.
Mains gas, improved sewerage and surface water drainage, more
reliable electricity supply. 20mph speed limit – no further street
lighting.
All too expensive for the council at this time. There would be damage
to our ancient bridges – local roads require attention.
Better park facilities and money available to the school.
Improvement to the junction on the Shabbington Road (nearest to
Shabbington).
Currently the pumping station sited on Church Road does not cope
when there is excessive rainfall, leading to raw sewerage appearing in
the road. This has lead previously to lorries being deployed to deal
with this issue. The current road layout is insufficient.
Both clean and dirty water drainage needs to be improved and
working. Thames Water says there are no problems, they should try
living here watching sewerage bubbling up through the manhole
covers. When questioned they said the clean water is leaking into the
drains. But nothing has been done to stop that from happening.
Better public transport.
Better roads. Up grade sewage pipes. Better footpaths. Wider roads.
More primary school classrooms and teachers.
New roads, drainage that doesn’t flood outside the house every year,
piped gas to the village.
Improve drainage.
The proposed developments should not go ahead.
All the above! Better public transport (reinstate bus link to Oxford)
and more frequent service, drainage and sewerage improvements,
cycle paths to A418 through Shabbington and Tiddington, and also to
Worminghall, Waterperry and onto Wheatley.
Rural roads, not suitable for large traffic at bridges, near Waterstock
turn, out of Ickford.
Improved bus service, more attempts to bring the village together
with a social hub, road surface improved, drainage sorted out to
ensure that all drains flow freely.
The flooding problem, sewer problem. Transport and bus services.
In terms of roads, there is nothing that can be done or which the
village would want to be done. The access from Tiddington is via a 17th
century bridge across a floodplain and is not designed for heavy
traffic. This narrow access has protected our village from too much
through traffic in the past. The bridge should not be augmented. It has
once before been partially demolished by an oversized lorry trying to
squeeze across it and I fear this would happen again with construction
lorries trying to reach the sites, especially when unable to approach the
village from Thame due to flooding. Should the unwise and unwelcome
developments go ahead, the sewerage system would have to double in
capacity and substantial flood defences and drainage systems would have
to be installed in an attempt to protect the village from flooding. A regular
and effective bus service would need to be reinstated to ease the amount
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of traffic through our quiet village and ferry children out to other schools.
Public footpaths should be protected and preserved, not reduced to
corridors of nettles between fences.
• Drainage.
• New improved sewage network.
• Generally my attitude is that I moved to a small village over 20
years ago that had a great heart and community. We are now classed as
a ‘medium’ village. I believe that once one development is passed,
others will follow and this village will be in danger of losing its
community by becoming a ‘large’ village.
Gas supply.
Completely renewed drainage. Looking into improving the flood
plain. Looking into not closing the sluice gates when the Thames
water is high. Improved electricity as it goes off very often. Improved
internet it is very slow.
New drainage system and pump station. Bus service.
Adequate drainage. Better access to the school – i.e. no parking on
side or road. Make cars park in village hall car park and make this
bigger.
Shops. Meeting spaces. School. More significant site review. Explicit
consideration of knock on effect on secondary education.
Double yellow lines on Bridge Road/Sheldon Road junction.
The sewer systems are a must for improvement, but how could the
river levels be decreased - a NO GO!
Improved bus service. If the development is off Turnfields, that access
road will need improving.
Flooding must be considered.
It is essential that the surface water drainage system and the sewerage
system are repaired and upgraded to cope with any increase in
housing. An improved bus service would also be helpful.
As above, the drainage in the village. If the school is going to get
bigger we need proper provision for parent car parking.
Drainage including sewerage. Roads. Bus service.
Hopefully more council tax will enable the Parish Council to do more
to engage engineers to look at how best we can manage surface water.
Thorough investigation and solution for existing drainage problems.
Additional shop, additional pub, GP surgery, road widening, new
bridges, old people’s home.
Guarantees that sewerage and drainage systems can cope. Additional
playground equipment. Upgrade to existing tennis court in Village
Hall grounds. Additional school recreational facilities. Additional
classrooms will reduce playing area within the existing school
boundary? High speed internet access alternatives to Gigaclear. Mains
gas access
Nothing should be allowed to go ahead without improvements and
increased capacity to the school first. A second shop would probably
be necessary. Road calming measures to prevent speeding. Essential
would be an improved bus service to Thame and Oxford. The
reduction of the bus services in recent years, especially at morning
school times, has increased the need for car travel substantially.
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Restrictions need to be put into place to reduce the areas where you
can park near the school and shop. It is often very difficult to travel
through the village with cars parked on corners or opposite each
other on Sheldon and Bridge Road. The village needs some dedicated
parking areas in general and specifically for the new houses to ensure
that roads are not blocked. The sewage system in the village cannot
cope with the current houses during periods of heavy rain and it will
not cope with additional housing – this all needs replacing/improving.
Improved road surfaces for all the roads out of the village. Improved
drainage and sewerage system. Flooding is a regular event down the
main roads through the village and something should be done to
alleviate this. There are certain limitations to Ickford village in terms
of access roads and this should be used to argue against the number of
houses we are being asked to build in the village. This remains a small
village, despite the AVDC classification as a medium village and the
Parish Council should make sure they include this in their discussions
about housing.
None. We do not want the village to increase to such a size where
further amenities are needed.
Bus service, activities for young and old.
Better drainage. Improved traffic flow, especially at school start and
end times. Bus service improvement or a good service to take people
to Tiddington for the number 280 bus.
None will be needed if no houses are built. If we must end up having
to have more buildings, it must only be at a minimum and definitely
not exceeding AVDC’s requirement of Ickford.
Pot holes repaired more quickly and yellow lines by the shop to stop
people parking antisocially in a morning. More rubbish bins.
Sewerage insufficient now! School will not have enough capacity.
Medical support struggling with current number of patients.
Priority – more frequent bus service, routing to Oxford and
Aylesbury.
Traffic lights on bridges. Connect new development to Rocker Lane.
Enlarge shop. More buses and to Oxford.
A complete new sewer system to prevent raw sewage coming out of
manholes in Sheldon Road, as had happened in the past.
Completely new drains in Sheldon Road and Worminghall Road.
I would say none, but that’s wishful thinking. Building will go ahead so
the roads, water, sewers and maybe gas will all need upgrading but
then you open the door to further building and expansion.
– sewage/flood improvement
– street lights
– road access
– schooling.
Adequate access for traffic. Additional places in village school.
Flooding stopped/improved. Better parking area for the school and
shop. Keep as much green as possible. Planting lots of trees etc.
Better sewage and drainage system.
Sewage and drainage. Roads/footpaths.
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Improvement of the surrounding roads. All roads in and out of the
village are in a very poor state. Increased traffic will cause more
damage (not to mention construction traffic). Drains and sewers. As
above. Public transport needs to be increased.
None.
Certainly no more 4/5 bedroom houses.
Improvement to state of roads.
There would have to be improvements to the surface water drainage
and sewage, the Internet service, a gas supply, a bigger school and the
parking arrangements on Sheldon Road which are already chaotic
during school hours.
Sort out the sewage system.
Better drainage and better visibility at the road junction of Ickford
Road and Sheldon Road.
Ickford is on the edge of a flood plain and cannot deal with surface
and waste water – Thames Water continue to ignore the problem –
unless this changes more houses using water will be disastrous.
Where to start? The reality is that the infrastructure has been
neglected for years. Sewage and drainage need urgent attention, the
power supply is not stable and mobile signals erratic. The roads are in
a disastrous condition and it will not be long before there is a serious
accident. None of these can cope with current demands and nothing is
being done to improve them.
Regular bus services and traffic calming measures. Road width a
concern especially by shop and school – not sure what can be done to
ease parking except to have a proper car park on the recreation land
to ease congestion.
New drainage, bigger school, bigger village hall.
Roads improved, better entrance/exit to new developments, sewage
waste system modernised, electric grid system improved, possible gas
supply installed. If none of these takes place then Ickford as a village
will slowly become a run down dormitory area for Oxford, Thame
and Aylesbury. The roads will become more in need of repair and the
sewage problems will become worse.
Any affordable homes need to have the criteria for purchase clearly
laid out, and only be available to Ickford residents who have lived in
the village for a minimum of 5 years. The traffic management and
congestion over the bridge in Bridge Road and in Shabbington need
attention. An indoor swimming pool for the school/village to use.
None. Changes to the infrastructure raises the risk of triggering further
development, to the further detriment of the village community.
Under no circumstances should the proposed developments be
allowed. Traffic congestion around the shop and the school, with
overcrowded roads over the two bridges and along Worminghall Road
would result in unwarranted traffic accidents and destroy the
character of this desirable little village.
Roads. Sewerage. Drainage.
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I don’t want to see the proposed housing developments going ahead.
We need a lot more time to discuss this. It has been rushed through
and the questions about why that happened need to be discussed
before any decision is made about housing developments in our
village.
Ensuring adequate parking, particularly for school. This would help
with extra traffic through the village. If the school development goes
ahead, this will lead to extra staff and more cars. The car park cannot
cope now. When the carpark was built at the same time as the pre
school building, two spaces in the car park were allocated for pre
school workers, that does not happen now and during the day, it is
gridlock with parked cars on the road, they need to make provision
for staff and visitor parking during the day now and in the future.
Maintained roads. New pumping stations for the sewers.
None.
Mains gas. Turnfields will become dangerous if it is the only access
road to any developments at the end of the road. The sewerage
already struggles to cope with the existing houses. Any additional
houses would affect the pipework further.
Upgrading of the drainage system, resurfacing of roads.
Thames Water to sort out flooding.
Upgrade to drainage and sewerage.
Sewage needs to be upgraded.
Upgrade of current sewage and foul water drainage. Implementation
of flood prevention measures. Improvement to road system (already
dangerous around Sheldon and Bridge Roads at peak school times).
School would need to increase in size (planning permission already
requested for 3 additional class rooms).
I just hope one of the developers will aid us in solving the surface
water issues.
Road improvement. Flooding issues . The developer to help with cost
of improvements needed for the village.
Uprated utilities – all of them – considerable improvement to dealing
with waste water especially for Church Road, Sheldon Road corner if 155
new homes are approved – all new large scale sites required to install grey
water systems – broadband maybe BT need to get their act together and
upgrade.
SEE AS ABOVE. IMPROVED PARKING FOR SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES INCLUDING CHILDREN PARENTS DROP-OFF AND
COLLECTING POINTS.
Replacement of sewerage system. Overhaul and improvement of
drainage system.
Car park for all school traffic.
Access from Shabbington Road rather than close to the village. Buffer
zone with landscaping behind Worminghall Road properties so the
development does not impinge as much on views from back gardens.
No streetlights.
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Annex 3.

Formation of the Neighbourhood
Plan Steering Group.

The Parish Council delegated the responsibility of producing a Neighbourhood
Plan to one of the Council members and a request was put out to the whole
village via the Ickford Informer ( the village newspaper which is delivered to
every house in Ickford on a monthly basis) and via email for people to join a
team.The aim was to have as many people involved in the project as possible who
represented a broad cross-section of the village. In addition information, advice
and support was sort from AVDC Planning Department.
The following is the February article in the Ickford Informer keeping everyone
in the village abreast of the process:

ICKFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (INP) – January update

As many of you will know by now ( I hope!) We are embarking on preparing a Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford. This plan
will set out the policies in relation to the development and use of land within the Parish, and will be developed in
accordance with the policies within AVDC and the views and opinions of YOU – i.e. residents of Ickford. Once it has
successfully passed a referendum in the Village, it will be used by AVDC in making planning decisions – it is enforceable,
and carries considerable weight in planning terms. A good plan will protect the Village going forward. So we need to
consult widely with everyone. We have an excellent start given the Parish Council questionnaire undertaken last year.
Long Crendon have recently approved their plan, and the Worminghall plan is nearing completion. A grant has been
applied for to meet the costs, and expert advice.

We have now established an excellent group of volunteers to assist with the preparation of the INP, and have held two
meetings – the first involving the Neighbourhood Plan Officer from AVDC who provided the team with an excellent
briefing on the tasks and challenges ahead; and the second as a proper kick off meeting to start the process of allocating
tasks and starting on the information gathering.

We are looking for more volunteers to join us – partially because we want as many people to be involved as possible, we
want to be as representative of the community as we can be, and also because( as we probably by and large represent
a more mature element of the village population) we need some youthful help with social media – Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram in particular; so if anyone in the village would like to join us please do make contact with me.
One of the starting points of the INP is to analyse what we currently have within the Village, and also to try and update
the 2011 census information so as to try and get a more accurate profile of our community. The INP team will shortly be
knocking on doors, going from house to house to build this profile – for example analysing the existing housing stock by
type, age, number of bedrooms, number of occupants etc. We have decided to undertake this part of the exercise this
way, rather than by questionnaire, so that we can also engage with everyone in the village personally and explain what
we are doing, why and answer any questions. Please do co-operate and assist with this as it will ultimately form a major
part of the foundation of the INP.

Each member of the team will spearhead an element of the plan covering such areas as Heritage and the natural
environment; flooding, sewerage and infrastructure generally; businesses, clubs and societies; Community facilities;
Housing; transportation; liaison with neighbouring parishes etc. So all in all it promises to be a far reaching document
which will we hope create a framework for the village for the next 25 years or so.
Our aim is not only to get as many involved as possible, but to keep everyone well informed throughout by regular
updates in the Ickford Informer, social media and so on.
For more information or if you would like to help with this exciting project please contact me martin.armitstead@gmail.com
Martin Armitstead
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Given to The NP Steering Group and a representative of the
Ickford Parish Council
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From: Buller, Stephanie [mailto:sbuller@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk]
Sent: Friday, November 3, 2017 2:50 PM
To: ‘Martin Armitstead’
Subject: RE: ICKFORD - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

c

Presentation by AVDC Planning
Department – January 2018.

Hi Martin,

A pleasure again to meet with you early and do discuss a potential Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford.
Please see the attached documents to follow up from our meeting.
Any further questions just let me know. Have a good weekend.

Kind Regards,
Stephanie Buller
Neighbourhood Planning Officer Aylesbury Vale District Council
Forward Plans
Community Fulfilment
The Gateway
Gatehouse Road
Aylesbury
HP19 8FF
Also available on line, I recommend the following resources;

The Quick Guide to Neighbourhood planning;
https://mycommunity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Neighbourhood-Planning-Quick-Guide.pdf
The governments planning practice guidance on neighbourhood planning https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning—2#key-stages-in-neighbourhood-planning
The neighbourhood planning road map https://mycommunity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/NP-Roadmap-Pages-web.pdf
Neighbourhood plan funding and technical support grants;
https://mycommunity.org.uk/take-action/neighbourhood-planning/support-grants/

The first stage in the process would be for the parish council the Qualifying body to designate the
Neighbourhood area – here is some useful guidance on this process works;
https://mycommunity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/How-to-designate-a-neighbourhood-area.pdf
Kind Regards,
Stephanie Buller
Neighbourhood Planning Officer Aylesbury Vale District Council
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Slide Two.
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Slide Four.
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Slide Five.

Slide Six.
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Slide Eight.
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Slide Twelve.
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Annex 5.

Consultation with neighbouring
parishes – January 2018.

All adjoining parishes were contacted to ascertain their views on our plan but
also to ascertain if they would like to collaborate or offer advice or support.

On 17 Jan 2018, at 11:14, Gillian Jermy <gillian.jermy@btinternet.com> wrote

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to you as a resident of the neighbouring village of Ickford and as a member
of a steering group who are just beginning to try and put together a Neighbourhood
Plan for the village. Although we come under Aylesbury Vale DC, rather than South
Oxfordshire, the Neighbourhood Plans Officer for AVDC has advised us to contact all
our neighbouring Parishes to see if there are any issues that might affect Ickford and
indeed the reverse, if there is anything in Ickford about which you may have concerns.
This project has been initiated as a result of the three applications for quite substantial
housing development in Ickford which are currently being considered by AVDC,
obviously too later to have much influence on them but better late than never.
I can see from your website that Waterperry published a very comprehensive Village
Plan in 2014. Could you tell me if this the same thing as a Neighbourhood plan? We are
pursuing what seems to be entitled a Neighbourhood Plan as we understand it actually
has some legal weight in influencing the council planning department. May I ask did
you undertake all the work for the plan yourselves or did you employ a consultant, as
seems to be the case for some neighbourhoods. Any advice you could give us would be
very gratefully received, particularly how to gather evidence and engage the whole
community effectively.
If the Parish Council has no issues around this, that is absolutely fine but if there are any
things they would like to discuss, please feel free to do so or to put me in contact with
any interested parties.This project is being carried out in collaboration with our Parish
Council, one of whose members is on the steering group, but we are trying to divide
up the tasks among us, hence the contact from me rather than them.
Many thanks and best wishes,
Gillian Jermy
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Dear Gillian,

Waterperry produced a Village Plan in 2014, which was not a Neighbourhood Plan.
We have been considering doing a Neighbourhood Plan, but have come stuck due to
the lack of any potential parishioner involvement. Even with the prospect of OxCams
(Oxford to Cambridge Expressway [in effect a dual carriageway or motorway]) via
Aylesbury (one option) coming close to Waterperry Village, and also potentially
very close to your village, this has not seen anyone coming forward. We have been
told a Neighbourhood Plan could give weight to prevent it coming near our villages
although, as with your housing developments, probably a little late. Another advantage
of a Neighbourhood Plan is that the Parish Council would get 25% of all CIL paid on
housing developments, whereas without one it is 15% and capped to a yearly
maximum based on the number of properties paying council tax so could be
substantially less than 15%.

c

Sorry for the late response to your email.
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Personally from the knowledge I have, I would suggest you go straight for a
Neighbourhood Plan, where grants can easily be claimed to cover some, if not all, of
the costs. Hopefully, your parishioners would get involved and help in this process.
Worminghall are progressing a Neighbourhood Plan, so would be best to consult
with them.
We are not aware of anything in Waterperry that may affect Ickford. However,
aplanning application for 500 houses (could end up being more) on the Brookes Site
in Holton (Wheatley) is currently in. Brookes will be moving out within the next
few years and plan to sell the land for as much as they can via housing development.
Link to SODC Planning Application within Holton Parish is http://
www.southoxon.gov.uk/ccm/support/Main.jsp?MODULE=ApplicationDetails&REF=P17/
S4254/O. Entrances to this development would be on theWaterperry Road at Holton
(as currently. which goes to Waterperry and then Worminghall) and by the A40 Exit
intoWheatley/Holton.This planning application is in addition to the houses currently
being built in Wheatley on the other side of the A40 near the Doctor’s Surgery.
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Adrian Cave
Clerk to Waterperry [with Thomley] Parish Council
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Other parishes bordering Ickford.
In Bucks - Aylesbury Vale:

Shabbington

clerk@shabbington.co.uk

No plan, do not feel it necessary in view of VALP

Worminghall

WorminghallNP@gmail.com

Sally Chapman consultant, consultation closed 17.11.17

Oakley

oakleyparishcouncil@yahoo.co.uk

Long Crendon

longcrendonpc@btinternet.com

No reply

rCOH Ltd consultants. NDP accepted 5.10.17

In Oxfordshire - South Oxfordshire:

Tiddington
with Albury

kennethpoyser@gmail.com

John Savell Chairman PC 01844 338078

Registered area in Nov 2017.
Feel they do not need a consultant.

Will let us have a copy of their questionnaire
when confirmed

Waterperry
with Thomley

mail@waterperry.org

Very comprehensive reply from chairman of PC.

Village community-led plan published in August 2014.

No enthusiasm among parishioners to take on task of
developing their own NDP. Worried about impact of
housing developments in Wheatley, especially Oxford
Brookes site, and now Oxford Cambridge Expressway.
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Confirmation of Ickford Area Designation
– February 2018.
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Annex 7.

March 2018 edition of the
Ickford Informer.

The following is the article in the March edition of the Ickford Informer. This
newspaper is delivered to every house in the village thus keeping the whole village
abreast of current developments and giving all residents the opportunity to join
the steering group.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

ICKFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (INP) – February update

The Neighbourhood Plan group met again this month, and were delighted to welcome two new members Tim Howard and Alan Perkins, bringing the number in the team up to 10. Tim has kindly agreed to take on
the major role of helping with the website and social media so we can keep you all informed of the progress
we are making, and for you to provide comment and input, in due course, on the plan and any proposed
polices that are recommended to support it.
We have been successful in our grant application, which has given us some funding to progress the first
stage, and we have engaged Sally Chapman as a consultant to the group. Sally is a town planner herself,
and has been very active (and is therefore very experienced in) a number of Neighbourhood plans including
Wing and more recently Worminghall. Sally joined our last meeting and is already steering us in the right
direction. We have also been successful in getting the Parish formally designated by AVDC as a Neighbourhood
Planning Area.

We hope the plan itself will be quite straight forward, but we need to consider may issues the village faces
(such as flooding and traffic), as well as those around the conservation areas, heritage buildings, and
development needs and areas. I mentioned in the last update the first stage is ‘evidence’ gathering and it
is intended to do an ‘audit’ of the housing stock within the village, and this should commence soon with the
intent that we complete it by the end of March. Consequently, members of the group will be calling on
every house in the village with a short survey for each household to complete. This can be completed
straight away with us or can be left with you but we do ask that it is returned to us quickly. It’s also an
opportunity for the team to meet face to face with everyone and explain our aims and hear your views and
concerns, so these can also be taken into account as we move forward. From the evidence we will then set
our clear objectives, and these will help to determine the policies we put forward in a consultative way to
everyone in the village.

We have also identified that as we move into the preparation of the plan it would be beneficial to have a
graphic designer in the team, so if there is anyone in the village with these skills that would like to join us
please let me know.
For more information or if you would like to help with this exciting project please contact me
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Follow up consultation questionnaire by
the Neighbourhood Plan – Steering
Group March 2018.
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One of the starting points for the INP was to analyse what the village currently
had in terms of housing stock and the profile of villagers. This was to be obtained
by face to face discussions with residents’ views on, not only, housing but also
how they would like the village to develop. By knocking on the door of every
property the idea was to engage with everyone in the village. This questionnaire
was factual about properties and inhabitants but then totally open ended about
views for the future. There was no mention of further housing development on
purpose so that we could be 100% sure that there were no leading questions.

Ickford Neighbourhood Plan Resident Survey

We would be extremely grateful if you would complete the following questionnaire to help produce a representative
Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford.

1. Road name …………………………… House name or number ………………………………
2. The property is:
Detached

Please circle as appropriate

Semi-detached

3. The property is a:
House

Please circle as appropriate

Bungalow

4. The property is used for:
Residential purposes

Terraced

Chalet bungalow

Please circle as many as appropriate

Shop

Farm

Other business purposes

VISION FOR ICKFORD – NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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5. The property has:
A garage

Please circle as many as appropriate

Car Port

Off-road parking

6. The number of cars at the property is:
1

0

Please circle as appropriate

2

3

4

5+

7. The property age is (approx years):
10 or less

Please circle as appropriate

11-25

26-50

51-75

76-100

8. The number of bedrooms is:
1

2

3

No off-road parking

101-200

201-300

Please circle as appropriate

4

5

6

7+

(if you have an annex please include the number of bedrooms in this as well)

9. The number of residents is :
1

10.

2

3

Please circle as appropriate

4

The ages of the residents are:
0-4
5-11
12-18
19-30
31-50
51-65
65+

5

6

7+

Please write the number of people in each age group

...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................

Finally, please tell us:

How many years have you lived in this house?

How many years have you lived in the village in total?

Do any members of your household principally work from home?
What is the most important thing to you about our village?

What would you most like to see in our village?

VISION FOR ICKFORD – NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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The following is the article in the April edition of the Ickford Informer. This
newspaper is delivered to every house in the village thus keeping the whole village
abreast of current developments and giving all residents the opportunity to join
the steering group.
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April 2018 edition
of the Ickford Informer.
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We continue to make progress! We have been joined by two more villagers, and welcome
Alan Hudson and David Connell into the team. David has been very activein producing our
‘logo’ seen at the top ofthe page here, and is developing our website www.visionforickford.co.uk
which we hope to have live by early April.

We initially had intended to collect e-mail addresses and use these to update everyone on our
progress and results of the ongoing survey, but with the forthcoming and more stringent data
protection laws coming in, have decided that having our own website for this is more productive.
Please remember that preparing the Neighbourhood Plan is going to be a long process, and
will involve a lot of consultation with you all, before it can finally be adopted.

The questionnaires are now being distributed around the village, and many thanks to those of
you that both piloted these and have already completed them. We are using the data to
supplement information which is already available through sources such as the electoral roll,
AVDC and other web sources, to build the profile of the village. Alan Perkins has been doing
a sterling job in compiling the data base and already it is throwing up a lot of interesting
points. More about this in future updates.
Having myself knocked on many doors with Jan Jones, it is heartwarming to see such an
enthusiasm and interest in the responses from Ickfordians, and for the project to be getting
so much discussion. I also want to thank all the team, not all mentioned here, for their
commitment and time as volunteers.
Sally Chapman our planning consultant said to me recently ‘it is one of the best teams I have
come
across’. No pressure there then!
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Annex 10.

Results of the follow up consultation
questionnaire April 2018.

The following graphs show the results of the questionnaire; just over 70% of
houses returned their questionnaires which represents a highly significant
proportion of the population of the village.
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These results represent the views and information from the 70% of villagers
who have returned their questionnaires (so far)

c

Headline analysis of the
questionnaire findings.

• Age of residents in years
Median age for Ickford:
Median age for Thame:
Median age for AV:
Median age for UK

49
46
40
39

This probably only tells us what we already knew but it is significant.
• Mean number of residents per property
• Mean number of cars per property
• Mean number of bedrooms

2.5 (UK 2.3)
2.3 (UK 1.2)
3.4 (UK 2.9)

Ratio of: number of residents v age v number of cars is out of kilter and implies
the need for more low price,‘affordable’ housing is required to balance the village.
School Close model is interesting. In addition the sort of housing is totally opposite
to the general trend – few flats, many 4/5 bedroom houses. Only 17% of
properties have 1 or 2 bedrooms.
• 23% of households in the village have at least one resident who works from
home. On average this is 3 days per week, but the range is large.
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Annex 12.

Launch of the Neighbourhood Plan
website – www.visionforickford.co.uk

The website has been updated at least 14 times to date ensuring that the
information it contains is up to date. It is updated following any new progress
and information collected.
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May 2018 edition of Ickford Informer.
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OUR VISION – In 15 years time, Ickford will have remained an
independent and distinctive community comprising both Ickford and
Little Ickford, conserving and enhancing its rich architectural and
environmental heritage for the benefit of villagers and for future
generations.

We continue to make good progress with the Neighbourhood Plan.
Just as a reminder the Neighbourhood Plan establishes a vision of
our Parish in 2033 and sets out a number of objectives through
which we will achieve the Plan.The Vision and Objectives should
reflect, among other things, the issues raisd during consultations
with the villagers of Ickford. The consultations through the
questionnaires that were distributed is going well, with over 50% of
households responding. If you have not returned your questionnaire
it is not to late to drop it into Jan Jones at 1 Church Road. Members
of the team will be on hand at the Church Fete on Monday 28th May,
where we will have a display presenting the results of the
questionnaire and other information about the Neighbourhood Plan,
and to answer questions and take your thoughts and views. So do
come and see us there.
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Annex 14.

First Consultation Event: Ickford
Church Fete – May 2018.

The Church Fete is a well attended, annual event; it attracts village residents as
well as visitors from the surrounding area. Display boards showed evidence and
local information gathered by the NP Steering Group including flooding, history
and development of the village, biodiversity, information about the listed buildings
and Conservation Area and population statistics. The results of the questionnaire
were fed back in an easily accessible graphic form.

86 people visited our display during the afternoon. This was an excellent
opportunity to engage villagers with the process, talk to new residents who hadn’t
felt equipped to answer the questionnaire, take further ideas and comments as
well as find out more information about the village and surrounding land. The
response from visitors to the stand was positive, informative and offered further
insight into the views and hopes of residents.
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Further feedback from the questionnaire
and the Church Fete via June 2018 edition
of Ickford Informer.
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Thank you to all of you that visited the Neighbourhood Plan display at the Church Fete. Over
80 people stopped by, we had some excellent interest and feedback, and were also able to fill
some of the gaps in our information gathering.

A copy of the full presentation is now on our website, and there are some fascinating statistics
and views of the village therein. For example from the questionnaire returns we have on
average 2.9 cars per household against a national average of 1.2; we have on average 2.5
residents per property, but 3.4 bedrooms ( against a national average of 2.3 and 2.9
respectively); and on average residents have lived in the village for 16.5 years – the longest
living resident in the village we have found, has lived here for 79 years! Questionnaires – over
70% of households have now returned the questionnaires, so the participation is excellent.

If you still have not returned your questionnaire please do so by dropping it into Jan Jones at
1 Church Road. If you have lost yours and need another copy please e-mail
info@visionforickford.co.uk or call me on 07768 114020. Wildlife survey. As part of the NP we
will be undertaking a survey of the wildlife in the village – reptiles and amphibians, butterflies,
bats, mammals, native and migrant birds, and your help is needed to record sightings. Chris
Sandham is heading up this initiative, and would love to hear from you if you can help.
I am assured no experience is necessary, just a keen eye and some enthusiasm! If you or any
member of your family would like to help then please contact Chris on sandhamchris@icloud.com
or on 339586. Harry Butler and the Photographic Club are all helping us with photos of the
village and surrounds, but we are also trying to get hold of any historic photos, pictures or
prints of the village and past residents. Do you have any? If so may we scan copy them?
Please email me on info@visionforickford.co.uk

Martin Armitstead
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Annex 16.

On-going consultation with village
associations and groups.

Many of the Steering Group are associated with/members of local groups in the
village thus updating them and engendering further discussion on a regular basis.

Rendezvous Cafe at the Church - Chris Sandham (SG) goes to the and he
keeps people there informed.
Village Hall – Martin (SG Chair) sees Will frequently and updates him

Village Shop Association – Martin sees Paul Farrell regularly and updates
him. The village shop has been closed for several month but is now re-opening, it
will be a further opportunity to inform residents of our progress and advertise
consultation events

Friends of St Nicholas (village church) – Peter Jordain gets the updates
from the Parish Council Meetings as he is a member of the Council
The following is a quote from Parish Council minutes:

‘a representative of theVision for Ickford committee, Martin Armitstead, gives regular updates
on progress but your ideas are always welcome ‘
WI – Key members are on the Parish Council

Village Pavilion – Louise Arnold is a member of the Parish Council

Rising Sun – The landlady of the Rising Sun (village pub) attended the Village
Hall event.
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Annex 17.
Ickford Wildlife Survey.
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Ickford residents have taken part in a Wildlife Survey. Also we have sourced
other published data, for example, the Thame & Chiltern Bird Atlas
distribution survey and that of the British Butterfly Conservation. This has
strengthened our evidence base for some of our policies relating to Ickford’s
biodiversity.
32 questionnaires have been analysed providing the following data:

c

In line with Plan objectives,

Birds

46 species were identified and certain conclusions can be drawn:
•

The wetland environment and its preservation is very important with
evidence of a broad number of species attracted to this special habitat.
17 species associated with the habitat were identified with the
endangered Curlew, seen by 21% of respondents and 43% reported
seeing the Heron.

• Within the Village area interesting sightings included:
Barn Owl
Raven
Red Kite

(50%),
(29%) and
(80%).

In fact, encouragingly, 7 different raptor species were reported. However,
Little Owl and Sky Lark, both common 20 years ago, were not reported.
The extent of the raptor population tends to signify that a healthy small
mammal population is present in our location.

Mammals

Respondents recorded 18 different mammal species in the area which is
encouraging. Pleasing were the reports of;
Hedgehogs
Muntjac
Badger

(50%)
(80%) – a recent addition to the locality, and
(64%).

There were plenty of reports of a range of small mammals.The Rabbit population
appears to be widespread but low sightings of Hare suggest a declining population.
There were reports of:
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Bat sightings by

64% respondents.

A total of 15 different mammals have been reported. Conclusions to be drawn:

• The relatively healthy Hedgehog population is pleasing. To maintain this we
need to ensure that green areas and hedgerows are maintained and preserved.
Hedgehogs and other small mammals need connectivity as they require the
ability to hunt for food and to breed. It is well known that several mammal
species are highly dependent on the maintenance of connectivity pathways
to enable them to range. Therefore we must guard these areas and new
building developments must demonstrate their commitment to enhancing
connectivity, hedgerows, green spaces and tree planting.
• Nationally, species such as Hedgehogs, Hares and Bats are listed as endangered
and, whilst the reporting of these in our Village is encouraging, ongoing
monitoring of the health of our mammal population is essential. We should
therefore commit to running further surveys every three years.

Reptiles and Amphibians

Again, the Village habitat is conducive to Amphibians with widespread reporting
of Frogs and Toads. Encouraging was the existence of Grass Snakes (43%). Slow
Worms were also sighted.
The Great Crested Newt is also known to exist in the Village.

Butterflies and Insects

Across the locality, 36 different Butterflies have been reported by both survey
respondents and by the Bucks, Berks & Oxon Butterfly study.Whilst annual distribution
of Butterflies varies from year to year, this breadth of species is good news.
It has been difficult to obtain specific data on our Moth distribution and further
study is required. However, 80% of respondents reported seeing Moths. Other
common insects were widely reported.
The Honey Bee
Bumble Bee

(100%),
(79%)

and, notably, 36% reported seeing Stag Beetles.
Two types of Dragonfly were spotted with
Common Dragonfly

(71%).

The extent of insect variety and distribution is a key factor in measuring a
healthy Biodiversity status in an area. Birds, some Mammals and Insects are
highly dependent on extensive insect populations.This requires an extensive range
of habitats - wet areas, grasslands, hedgerows and trees. Without these features,
our overall species diversity would decline. Therefore every part of our Village
maintenance, development and further enhancement must give this priority.
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Survey - General Situation
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Whilst the data from our Survey and others is reasonably encouraging, we know
that nationally we are faced with a rapidly emerging set of challenges concerning
Biodiversity. In fact the
Government has now published a 25-Year Environmental Plan which sets out
a comprehensive long-term approach to protect and enhance our environment
and biodiversity. Ickford is not isolated from these challenges and so the pursuit
of our objectives and policies is essential and in line with Government Policy.
It is apparent that the biggest single factor affecting our local wildlife population
now is the rapid reduction and fragmentation of suitable habitat in our overdeveloped landscape. This is not only about housing and infrastructure
development but also the loss of hedges, woodlands and flower diversity. For
example, almost all plants that Butterflies might use as food plants have gone.
Therefore our determination behind our Plan must be to arrest this decline
and take positive steps to enhance our fauna and flora. Our Vision and Objectives
in the Ickford NDP reflect this.
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Annex 18.

Two members of the Steering Group
attended a Government full day seminar
to update their knowledge.

Dear Martin,

Thank you for registering for the Westminster Briefing event entitled “Neighbourhood Planning: Policy and
Practice” that will place on Thursday, 13th September 2018.
We have the following details for you in our records:
Registration
Contact's
details

Martin Armitstead

email2

martin.armitstead@gmail.com

Position

Chair - Ickford Neighbourhood Plan

Work Telephone No.

07768114020

How did you find out about this event

Email

Contact name (if applicable)

Martin Armitstead

Company

Ickford Parish Council

Address Line 1

c/o 43 Worminghall Road

Address Line 2

Ickford

Town

Bucks

Postcode

HP189JB

Country

United Kingdom

Terms and Conditions

Yes

Requisition/purchase number
WB Discount Code
First Reading Email
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Martin Armitstead
email2

martin.armitstead@gmail.com

Position

Chair - Ickford Neighbourhood Plan

c

Delegate 1:
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Delegate 2:

Company

Ickford Parish Council

Address Line 1

c/o 43 Worminghall Road

Address Line 2

Ickford

T own

Bucks

Postcode

HP189JB

Work Telephone No.

07768114020

WB Planning

Town or Parish Council, Not for Profit
(£195 for 1 place, £145 each for 2+
places)

Jan Jones
email2

Janetonly9@outlook.com

Position

Ickford Neighbourhood Plan

Company

Ickford Parish Council

Address Line 1

1 Bridge Road

Address Line 2

Ickford

Town

Bucks

Postcode

HP189HY

Work Telephone No.

07968350822

WB Planning

Town or Parish Council, Not for Profit
(£195 for 1 place, £145 each for 2+
places)
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Annex 19.

The second Consultation Event held in
the Village Hall – September 2018.
Postcard advertising

The following postcard was delivered to every household in the village in the
three weeks preceding the second consultation event. In addition extra postcards
were left in the village shop, thus accessing not only Ickfordians but other local
residents.
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Poster advertising for the second
Consultation Event.
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The flyers below were posted throughout the village on telegraph poles, lamp
posts, village display boards and outside the shop. In addition it was in the Ickford
Informer and on the Ickford Community website. On the actual day there was an
A1 sized A board outside the Village Hall with an open invite to any passing
residents and to jog memories.

c

Flyers and Information boards
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Annex 20.

Ickford villagers attending the second
consultation – September 2018.
Event held in the Ickford Village Hall

The photographs below show some of the Ickford villagers who attended the
presentation and expanded the knowledge of the collected data and contributed
their important opinions.
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Annex 21.
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Feedback from the second Public Consultation event printed in the October
edition of the Ickford Informer.

c

October 2018 edition of the Ickford
Informer with feedback from the second
Consultation Event.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

On Saturday 15th September we held our second public display of the excellent work that has
been done by the team. This included the research and analysis from the feedback we have
had from the village, including the key issues that Ickford faces, what you like and don’t like,
and what you would like to see preserved in the community. 100 villagers stopped by the
Village Hall to see the display boards, and to discuss the issues with the team members. More
comments and ideas were forthcoming and these will now be incorporated in the ongoing
process. For those of you unable to attend DO see the presentation boards and reports on
our website www.visionforickford.co.uk and post you thoughts and ideas or email them to
info@visionforickford.co.uk. WE WANT YOUR ONGOING INVOLVEMENT, THOUGHTS AND
IDEAS into the Neighbourhood Plan as this will help to forge the future of our community for
us all.

There was also a lot of interest in the topical and proposed Oxford – Cambridge Expressway,
especially given the recent decision on the preferred corridor. Whilst this is outside the scope
of the Neighbourhood Plan we are monitoring this closely in case it has any impact on the
plan.

In respect of the planning applications and the Vale of Aylesbury Plan [VALP] it seems as if the
Inspector reviewing the evidence for Pound Green Field may determine on the basis of the
current adopted policies. In other words in so far as the VALP is concerned it will be only when
the examiners final report is issued that would this have bearing and effect, and that is now
unlikely to be until spring next year - 2019. All of this makes the Neighbourhood Plan more
important, and for this your input and support is crucial.
Thank you,

Martin Armitstead
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Annex 22.

Synopsis of the further ideas and
comments from the second
Consultation Event.

Synopsis of ideas and further comments from the 100 visitors to the Village
Hall. New comments received during and after the event are in red.

Summary of Comments from Questionnaires with updates

Housing – AP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No more housing because of increased traffic and impact on the environment
Appropriate expansion, don’t wreck the village
Affordable housing required
Housing for elderly and young people to maintain the balance of the
population
Housing that young couples/families of limited means can rent or buy
Large developments not needed
Starter homes to be built
No more 4/5 bedroom houses
Possibility of a self–build development

• Very strong support for small, sustainable developments introduced slowly
to enable the monitoring of the effect on the village. Houses that local families
can afford is key.

Environment

• Rural community, quiet roads. Beautiful countryside, open fields many
footpaths
• Has a proper country feel, love walking to school
• Surrounded by fields
• Improvements needed drainage and sewerage
• Street lights – more required
• Quietness is lovely
• Fence the children’s play area to stop dog fouling
• Good footpath network
• Sewers that work such that sewerage does not come up the toilet!
• Darkness at night
• Feeling of space and not living in packed conditions
• Linear housing so most people have views of trees/fields/open space
• Flooding is appalling, one area is addressed and another pipe leaks!
• Dog fouling is a serious problem that many residents are concerned about

Biodiversity – CS/PC

• A huge abundance of nature
• Start a wetland area (Pound Green area)
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• Start a village orchard or Woodland Trust area (42 Worminghall Road area)
• More flower displays
• Streams and the river

Amenities – GJ

Broad range of clubs and activities appreciated
A good shop is valued and a pub with a good restaurant would be good
Improve the children’s play area
Upgrade the village hall; it is dated and rather tired. More information about
availability, prices, limitations etc would be appreciated, maybe online.
Excellent shop
All village facilities must be maintained and supported
Strategy for company for the elderly
Coffee shop/tea room
Excellent school
Would like a cash machine
Chip van
More village social events
More facilities for teenagers
More challenging/imaginative play facilities and outdoor activities in general
A bowling green or a short mat bowls club in the village hall.
The fact that the village has a shop, pub, school and church is the comment
that arises most often

draft
copy

•
•
•
•

c

• Many more wildlife surveys were completed at the event; residents are
knowledgeable and enthusiastic to retain all the wildlife we can.
• It was mentioned that an area in Waterstock is being designated as a wetlands
area of natural beauty –don’t know if this has any relevance to us?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• The pub is a beautiful building but is not, at the moment, a focal point for
the village. It would benefit from a really good restaurant.

Transport – PL (include something on Parking issues?)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the bus service
Would like speed bumps and a camera
Village minibus
Car share system
Further parking options
Buses to other villages
Fill in potholes
Considerate parking should be encouraged
Better salting and gritting during icy weather

• 20 mph limit as there is so much traffic in the village, especially in Sheldon
Road, Bridge Road and Worminghall Road
• A cycle/walking trail would be fantastic. Exercise is important for all of us
and walking on the road is dangerous and the fields are filled with ‘overfriendly’ cows.
• The village is becoming like a car park! The junction of Sheldon Road and
Bridge Road is now very dangerous.
VISION FOR ICKFORD – NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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• All the comments about lack of public transport were re-iterated ; the need
to reduce the dependence on cars was stressed many times.
• The number of heavy lorries travelling through the village was highlighted
as a serious, and worsening, problem concern was raised for: the bridges,
safety, congestion and damage to houses especially those without foundations.

History – JT

•
•
•
•
•

Retain the varied character
Lovely balance of old and new buildings
Bridges will be destroyed/damages with the unreasonable use by HGVs
We are surrounded by history
The church is amazing

Other –

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The community spirit is wonderful
Lovely friendly familiar faces
Safe and cohesive
Excellent place to bring up children
More pride in our village – clearing plastic and kerbside weeds etc
Good access to Oxford/ London/ Motorway system and National Rail
Traditional values still exist here
Establish a stronger relationship between school and the community
Move the school to Pound Field, use the current school site for housing.
Knock down and replace the village hall

• There was a proposal from one resident which produced a very positive
response from many others:
• Convert and update the village hall to be a community centre with a café,
the shop, maybe some medical facility, proper access and parking.This would
alleviate the parking issues in the village. Sell the current shop and return
the property to residential as well as apply for grants to help with the cost.

Results of the amenities usage ‘button’ count:
Village hall
Church
Village shop
Playing fields
Duck pond
The Rising Sun
School/Preschool
Allotments
Tennis court
Fishing pool

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Annex 23.
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Update of progress with the
Neighbourhood Plan in the November
2018 edition of the Ickford Informer.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

The team are hard at work drafting the proposed policies
for the Neighbourhood Plan following all the evidence
gathering that has been taking place. Collecting and
analysing the evidence has been a very interesting and
informative exercise, and from this we are looking to
develop policies around various areas, the main ones being:
Heritage Environment, Bio diversity and flooding Housing
Traffic and transport Economy Community services Open
spaces Please do keep your ideas coming, and visit our
website for updates.
Thank you,
Martin Armitstead
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Annex 24.

Update of progress with the
Neighbourhood Plan in the December
2018 edition of the Ickford Informer.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

The team met again this month and good progress on the plan is
being made. The aim remains to lodge the draft plan for ‘Scoping’
of the draft policies by AVDC and other statutory consultative
bodies, before Christmas. The group have also identified 17
properties in the Village that are deemed important for visual
sightlines and the overall ambiance of the community. These are
not ‘listed’ buildings and therefore of regional or national
importance, but ones which, should a development be proposed
close by, or for example in a neighbouring field, would be afforded
additional ‘protection and consideration’ so as to reduce any
possible impact thereon,. To do this they would have to be included
on a local Heritage list. This in no way fetters or obligates the
owners in any way, neither does it impose any restrictions or cost
on them. We are in the process of discussing this with them.

Thank you,
Martin Armitstead
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Annex 25.
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Update of progress with the
Neighbourhood Plan in the February 2019
edition of the Ickford Informer.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

The Draft Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford has now been
submitted to AVDC, English Heritage, English Nature and
the Environment Agency as part of the statutory
consultation process. It sets out the 15 year vision for
our village.

Once comments are received back from the above
organisations there will be a full consultation process for
villagers of Ickford to comment on the plan. Also, as part
of the consultation process, if any landowner, Parish
Council, any village organisation, group or other interested
party would like to see and comment on the
Neighbourhood Plan, details can be found on our website
www.visionforickford.co.uk or email us at
info@visionforickford.co.uk to request a copy.
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Annex 26.

Update in the Bernwode News covering
all of the villages in the Bernwode
Benefice.

This update used in the Ickford Informer was also included in
the Bernwode News which is a monthly magazine that covers
all the local parishes, namely:
Ashendon, Ludgershall, Wootton Underwood, Brill, Boarstall,
Chilton, Dorton, Ickford, Oakley, Shabbington and
Worminghall.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

The Draft Neighbourhood Plan for Ickford has now been submitted

to AVDC, English Heritage, English Nature and the Environment
Agency as part of the statutory consultation process. It sets out the
15 year vision for our village.

Once comments are received back from the above organisations

there will be a full consultation process for villagers of Ickford to

comment on the plan. Also, as part of the consultation process, if
any landowner, Parish Council, any village organisation, group or

other interested party would like to see and comment on the
Neighbourhood Plan, details can be found on our website

www.visionforickford.co.uk or email us at info@visionforickford.co.uk
to request a copy.
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Annex 27.
Vision for Ickford Newsletter.
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This was distributed via an insert within the February 2019 Issue of the Ickford
Informer and additional copies available in the village shop.

c

Delivered to every household in the village
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Annex 28.

Update of progress with the
Neighbourhood Plan in the April 2019
edition of the Ickford Informer.

www.visionforickford.co.uk

March Update.

The Ickford Neighbourhood Plan has now successfully passed through screening with
AVDC. Which means we can now commence a period of public consultation in accordance
with the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations (Regulation 14). The
formal consultation will be for a period of six weeks from Monday 8th April to Wednesday
22nd May 2019.
The Draft Plan and accompanying documents are available via a link on the Parish
Council website: https://ickfordcommunity.com or via www.visionforickford.co.uk.

There is also a Draft Plan comment form. You can also make any comments by e-mail
to info@visionforickford.co.uk or letter to any member of the INP committee. It is
hoped that as many people as possible will use electronic means to read the plan and
submit comments in the interests of efficiency and the environment. There will also be
a clearly marked box in the Village Shop for those who prefer to submit a hard copy of
their comment sheet.

We will also be holding a drop in session in the Pavillion on Saturday 11th May 2019
attended by members of the steering group from 10am to 3pm. It must be stressed
that no new information will be available at this session but we do invite you to attend
and discuss the plan with us.

Following revision to reflect consultation responses, it is hoped that the Neighbourhood
Plan will be submitted to the Aylesbury Vale District Council in early June. An examination
by the council is likely by the end of July and it is anticipated that a local referendum
will be held in September. In the meantime, it is important that as many people and
organisations comment on the draft plan during this consultation.
Martin Armitstead
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The second Post Card, informing all
Villagers of progress – April 2018.

draft
copy

The following postcard was delivered to every household in the village. In addition
extra postcards were left in the village shop, thus accessing not only Ickfordians
but other local residents.

c

Postcard advertising
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Annex 29.

Neighbourhood Plan website –
www.visionforickford.co.uk

Added to the website is the availability to view and download the final Draft Plan
and relevant documents. In addition the capability to make comments either online or by a downloading the comemt form and submitting to clearly marked
boxes in the Village Shop, Ickford Village Hall, Rising Sun Pub, The Church,
Local School and the Ickford Pavillion.

April 2019 Update – Neighbourhood Plan
has now successfully passed AVDC
screening
We can now commence a period of public consultation in accordance with the 2012 Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations (Regulation 14). The formal consultation will be for a period of six weeks
from Monday 8th April to Wednesday 22nd May 2019. The Draft Plan and accompanying documents are
available below.

It is hoped that as many people
as possible will read the plan and
submit comments.

On Saturday 11th May from 10am
to 3pm we will be holding a dropin session at the Ickford Pavilion
attended by members of the
steering group to discuss the plan
with you. Whilst no new
information will be available, this
is your opportunity to comment on
this plan.
Following revisions from your
comments, the final Plan should
be submitted to AVDC in early
June. Examination is likely late
Summer and a referendum will be
held in Ickford in the Autumn.

Ickford Neighbourhood
Plan Consultation Report

Ickford Neighbourhood
Plan – Draft April 2019

Ickford Neighbourhood
Plan Background
Evidence Report

Ickford Neighbourhood
Plan Built Heritage
Assessment

Ickford Neighbourhood
Plan Comment Form
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